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^PREFACE

In the following tables of Standard dimen-

sions of Tubular Goods, it has been our aim to

group together in one book all of the dimensions

and data pertaining to standards as manufac-

tured by National Tube Co. at this date, with

the object of making this book a practical and

valuable aid to all users of 'Pipes, Tubes, etc.

The use of Tubular Goods has become so ex-

tensive that a great variety of articles necessary

for different purposes has to be manufactured,

and a large amount of data has accumulated

on the subject, and we trust that our effort to

put this before the public in a compact form

will prove of *balue.

We have also taken up certain subjects

closely related to the use of pipes, tubes, etc.,

and furnished such general information and

engineering data pertaining to same, as, we

think, *h>ill be useful and appropriate in a book

of this kind, vjith the idea of popularizing such

information that would lead to the intelligent

application of tubular goods for purposes where

engineering skill andjudgment should be exercised.

This data was prepared for publication by Prof.
c
fyid T. Stewart and is largely compiled from

modern welt-known engineering authorities on

the subjects.
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OF
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SPECIAL LIGHT LAP-WELDED PIPE LAP-WELDED PUMP COLUMNS
Fit ted with Cast Iron Lugged Flanges.

Fitted wltc2i

LAP-WELDED PIPE LAP-WELDED PIPE

Fitted with Cast Iron Collar Flanges.
Fltted with Cast Iron Single Riveted

Flanges.

LAP-WELDED PIPE LAP-WELDED PIPE
Fitted with CasUronDouble Riveted FiUed whh SoHd Wdded p ,anges
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CAST IRON
THREADED
FLANGES.

Master Steam Fitters'

Standard Sizes*

Bolting for Light Pressures

Not Exceeding

Seventy-Five Pounds.

Pipe
Size.
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SPECIAL

Steel Lap -Welded Pipe,
FITTEI> WITH

CONVERSE PATENT LOCK JOINT.
(Cast Iron Hub.)

SILVERTIN.

SIZE.
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WEIGHTS OF FITTINGS.

Converse Joint,

As a matter of convenience and to give an idea of the

average weight of Converse Patent Lock Joint Fittings,

we submit the following list of a few standard patterns.
All ends are Converse L/ock Bells, except where other-

wise stated. Bell connections for cast iron pipe are

indicated by an asterisk (*) ;
bell connections for threaded

pipe, by a single dagger (f).

REDUCING TEES.

Size.
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SPECIAL

Steel Lap-Welded Pipe
FITTED WITH

MATHESON PATENT JOINT.

0. D.
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PLAIN UPSET.

UPSET TUBES are becoming very generally used for

Marine Boiler work ;
in many cases the ordinary, as well

as the Stay Tubes, are thickened or upset on ends,

greater durability and strength being claimed for same.

The difficulties encountered in upsetting ends of tubes

are not generally appreciated, and upsets are often asked

for that are either very difficult or practically impossible

to make. As a guide for ordering such tubes a set of

tables has been prepared showing the practicable limits

that should be observed in tubes of this kind. If a

greater diameter is required for upset end than that

shown on table giving maximum upset this can be

accomplished by expanding the end after upsetting as

is shown in the cut below. The tables are all based on

an upset 2^ inches long which is the usual length for

Boiler Stay Tubes. If shorter length will answer a heavier

upset than those shown on maximum table can be

secured.

UPSET AND
SWELLED.
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PIPE BENDS.

The attached table gives the advisable radius and the

greatest and least radii to which standard thickness

pipe may be bent.

If the radius must be reduced from the minimum given

in the table, the thickness of the pipe must be increased.

For such bends it is best to submit sketch.

When the radius is greater than the maximum given

in the list, the bend is apt to look like a series of kinks,

owing to the Bender having to take short heats, unless

the radius is so great that the pipe may be bent cold.

With offset bends try to make according to Drawing

F.-26i, rather than Drawings F.-257 or 262. The

straight length between the bends is of advantage to the

pipe Bender.

With the welded flanges there must be a short straight

length of pipe adjacent to each flange. On sizes under

4 inches this should equal, at least, one and a half diam-

eters. On sizes over 4 inches it should equal, at least,

one diameter of the pipe. In all cases it is better if equal

to two diameters of straight pipe.

BENT TUBES.

These are more difficult to bend than standard weight

pipe. Try not to vary from the advisable radius given in

the table. With tubes it is frequently necessary to in-

crease the thickness over that of standard boiler tubes in

order to bend them.
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OFFSET BEND, No. F. 257. ANGLE BEND, No. F. 260.

OFFSET BEND, No. F. 261.

1800 BEND, No. F. 258. go" BEND, No. F. 259.



DIMENSIONS

National Trolley Poles

DEFLECTIONS

UNDER STATED LOADS
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SEAMLESS DRAWN TUBING.

In submitting the following information on the subject
of Seamless Tubing, together with the accompanying
tables, etc., we call attention to the rapid strides made in

the demand and in process of manufacture of this grade
of Tubes in the last few years. These Tubes are becom-

ing generally used for high grade Boiler work, where

high steam pressures are required , especially for Marine

Boilers, the Navy Department of all first-class Naval

powers having extensively adopted the same. In both

I/ocomotive and Stationary Boilers the use of this Tubing
is becoming recognized as a high grade quality. The

extending use of compressed air and other gases under

high pressures has developed a good demand for these

tubes for storage tanks, high pressure bottles, transmis-

sion lines, etc. The absence of all laps or seams, together
with uniformity of size, gauge and quality, recommends

this grade of material as very superior where unquestion-
ed uniformity and strength are required, in connection

with the lightest weight available for the purpose.

Seamless Tubes with varying thicknesses of walls are

also being used quite extensively for Mechanical and

Engineering purposes ;
for bushings, collars, hollow

shafts, spindles, axles, etc., in the construction of

different classes of machinery.
Different grades of steel can be used, giving a wide

range of ductility and tensile strength, which allows a

selection of material suited and adaptable to the require-

ments demanded. The method of manufacture of Seam-

less Tubes is such that the possibilities of physical de-

fects in material are reduced to a minimum.
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Extract from Proceedings of Niagara Falls Society of
American Mechanical Engineers.

December, 1808.

What Constitutes a Seamless Tube?

41

Henry Souther said, in the discussion of this question,
that the scientific and technical designation of a tube,

' whether seamed or seamless, depended solely upon the

tube itself, and not upon the process followed in its

manufacture. Referring to the dictionary you will find

that the word "seamless" means without seam, which

conveys no light upon the subject. Turning to the word
"seam" it is found that it is defined as a joint, suture,
or line of union, and here in the last term we find the

key. A tube jointed in any way cannot be seamless. If,

in the primary stages of its manufacture, it be lap, butt

or lock-jointed, it cannot by any subsequent operation
be deprived of the seam, and therefore cannot be con-

sidered, when completed, as being seamless A strictly

seamless tube may be made by any one of three opera-
tions. First, a billet may be, by successive steps,

punched into the form of a tube with extremely thick

sides
;
and these may then, by the ordinary drawing pro-

cesses, be reduced to a tube with thin walls. Next, the

billet may be bored, or the blank may be cast with a hole

in it, and in either case then drawn to the required di-

mensions. Thirdly, the tube may be made by the cup-

ping process, which consists in taking a disk of the

metal, forming it into a cup shape, gradually elongating
the cup and reducing it in diameter, and finally by this

means producing a tube. Each and all of these processes

yield a tube which is absolutely seamless and about
which there is and can be no dispute. In all tubes formed
with a seam the edges have first been separated, then

united, either by lap or butt weld, or by some lock-joint

system, and in these the joint cannot be eliminated by any
after processes. The Custom House of the United States

recognizes the difference between a seam and a seamless
tube. A seamless tube is one in which the walls have
never been separated from the time the metal was in a
molten condition to the time of the completion of the

tube."
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COLD DRAWN TUBES.

The Weight Sheet for Seamless Cold Drawn Tubes, as

given on following page, is applicable for Tubes intended
for many different purposes. The sizes from ^ inch to

\y2 inch diameter and from 16 to 23 gauge inclusive are

generally classified as Bicycle Tubing, on account of

their very general use in Bicycle construction. They are

used, however, for many other different purposes. These
Tubes are manufactured from Open Hearth Steel of

analysis best suited for the purpose. They have a fine

finish and are drawn accurate to size and gauge. These
tubes are admirably adapted for all construction requir-

ing a maximum strength and minimum weight. They
have great rigidity and are suited for high transverse

strains.

Tubes for boiler purposes, from i inch to 4 inches, and
and from 13 to 6 gauge inclusive, are made of mild Open
Hearth Steel, of analysis best suited to give toughness
and ductility. The process of manufacture is such that

only material free from laps, seams, cracks and all

physical imperfections can be used. This insures a high
uniformity of quality and reduces the possibility of acci-

dent, due to imperfections of material, laps and welds, to

a minimum.
Tubes of thicknesses other than those given above are

generally termed " Mechanical Tubes,
" and are used in

the construction of many classes of machinery for bush-

ings, hollow shafts and spindles, axles, collars, rings,

ferrules, pump barrels, etc., etc. Often a considerable

saving in machine work is effected by the use of these

tubes in place of parts heretofore made by boring and

turning round bars, the tubes admitting of a lighter and

stronger construction than by using the former material.
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ILLUSTRATIONS

Standard and Special Seamless Cylinders.

[5 inch Standard Seamless Cylinder.

(See Table, page 84.)

8 inch Standard Seamless Cylinder.

(See Table, page 85.)

TENSILE STRENGTH or MATERIAL '= 90.000 LBS.

8 inch Special Seamless Cylinder.

(See Table, page 86.)
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Table of Weights and Capacities of Seamless Cylinders

of various diameters.

Tested 3700 Ibs. per square inch Hydrostatic Pressure.

14
15
16
17
19

20
21
22
24
25
27
28
30
33

43
46
50
53
56

66
70
74
79
85
90
94
98
103

6.8
7.2
7.8
8.2
8.7
9.2
9.6

10.

10.6
11.

11.8
12.

12.6
15.

16.

17.

18.
20.5
21.2
21.7
22.4
26.
26.7
27.5
28.1
32.5
33.

34.

85.2
39.4
40.5

<*H C-U
o o u

.5

.57

.6

.67

.7

.76

.78

.91

.98
1.

1.05
1.3
.4

.43

.5

.7

.8

.8*

.88

2.1
2.22
2.3
2.4
2.7
2.8
2.9
3.

3.3
3.4

219
251

358
397
438
471
526
573
622
673
724
778
834
891
950
1010
1072
1136
1200
1267
1336
1406
1477
1550
1623
1699
1775
1854

1H

riT3 C3

*1|

84.8
99.5
115.4
132.5
150.7
169.9
190.8
212.6
235.5
259.7
285.

311.5

461.7
495.4

603.
641.4
680.9
721.5
763.3
806.4
850.5
895.9
942.5
990.

1039.

8.29
9.62
11.04
12.56
14.18
15.90
17.72
19.63
21.64
23.75
25.96
28.27
30.68
33.18
35.78
38.48
41.28
44.17
47.17
50.26
53.45
56.74
60.13
63.61
67.20
70.88
74.66
78.54
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Table of Weights and Capacities of 5 inch Standard

Lap-Welded Cylinders (Class B).

Outside Diameter, 5 T
9
B inches. Thickness of Wall, Y inch.

Tested to 3700 Ibs. per square inch Hydrostatic Pressure.

Length
over all

in inches.
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Illustrations of Various Hydraulic Forgings,

Various Styles of Valve Protecting Caps used on Carbonic

Acid Gas Cylinders.

These Caps are made of light material in various sizes, suitable

for the Valves of Cylinders.

Boiler Shells. Seamless Floats

For Feed Water Regulators.

These Shells are made in var-

ious sizes from 6" Diameter, by
i foot long, to 24" Diameter, x

3 feet long. They are made
from Steel of 55,000 to 60,000

Tensile Strength.

These Floats are made from Steel

of High Tensile Strength, so as

to make them as light as possible.

They are subjected to a Hydros-
tatic Collapsing Test of sco Ibs.

per square inch.

Shrapnel Forging.

These jShrapnels are made of a' Special Grade of Steel, and

Forged from a Solid Billet.

Shrapnel^Forging.

These Shrapnels are made of a

Special Grade of Steel, and

Forged from a Solid Billet.

Shrapnel Forging.

These Shrapnels are made of a

Special Grade of Steel, and

Forged from a Solid Billet.
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Illustrations of Various Hydraulic Forgings.
Projectile Forging.

Made from Special Grade of Steel, and Forged from a Solid Billet.

Bushing Forging for

Axle Bearings*
Separator Tubular

Forging.

These are made from High
Grade Steel, and forged

from a Solid Billet.

These Tubulars are made from
High Grade Steel of 85,000 to

90,000 Tensile Strength.

Separator Bowl Forging.

These Bowls are made from High Grade Steel of 85,000 to 90,coo
Tensile Strength.

Separator Bowl Forging. Separator Bowl Forging.

These Bowls are made from
High Grade Steel of 85,000
to 90,000 Tensile Strength.

These Bowls are made from
High Grade Steel of 85,000
to 90,000 Tensile Strength.
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WATER.

Water is composed of two gases, hydrogen and oxygen,
in the ratio of two volumes of former to one of the latter.

It is never found pure in nature, owing to the readiness

with which it absorbs impurities from the air and soil.

Water boils under atmospheric pressure (14.7 Ib.) at 212,

passing off as steam. Its greatest density is at 39.1F.,
when it weighs 62.425 Ibs. per cubic ft.

Weight of Water per Cubic Foot at Different Temperatures.

N
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BOILER INCRUSTATION AND
CORROSION.

Water, from natural sources, as a rule contains more or

less carbon dioxide, which holds in solution carbonates

of lime and magnesia. On boiling the water, the carbon

dioxide is driven out and the lime and magnesium in so-

lution are thrown down in the form of a white or grayish

mud, that may be easily removed from the boiler by
thorough washing. The presence of other impurities,

such as organic matter or sulphate of lime, is likely to

make the deposit hard and adhering.

Sulphate of lime is more soluble in cold than in hot

water, and is entirely thrown down at a temperature of

280 Fahrenheit. It forms a hard and adhering scale and

has a bad effect upon scales and deposits, composed chief-

ly of carbonates.

The evident treatment of water containing sulphate of

lime is to heat the feed water, before entering the boiler,

to a temperature of at least 280 Fahrenheit. This should

be done in such a manner as to give time for the deposi-
tion of the sulphate of lime when thrown out of solution.

A deposition may arise from the settling of clay and
other matter held in suspension in the water. In water

otherwise free from impurities this matter commonly de-

posits in the form of a soft mud that may be easily re-

moved from the boiler. In conjunction, however, with

other impurities, as, for example, sulphate of lime, it may
form an adhesive scale, in which case it is usually best to

free the feed water from suspended matter by filtration.

In some cases chemical treatment, either internally or

externally, should be resorted to. This is especially the

case with feed waters containing much free acid, in

which case the free acid should be neutralized by chem-
ical treatment, preferably before entering the boiler.
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If more than 100 parts per 100,000 of total solid residue

be present in the water, it will ordinarily cause trouble

from scale, and should be condemned for use in the

boiler unless a better supply be unattainable. Scale re-

duces the efficiency of the heating surface by detracting

from the conducting quality of the metal and is apt to

cause overheating or burning of the metal, or even bulg-

ing of the plates that are subjected to the intense heat of

the furnace. Grease, owing to its adhesive nature, may ,

by collecting impurities contained in the water, become

sufficiently heavy to sink. In this condition it is apt to

attach itself to a plate or pipe near the furnace and may,

owing to its non-conducting qualities, cause serious over-

heating, resulting in burning, bulging or even blowing
out.

If water contains more than 5 parts per 100,000 of free

sulphuric or nitric acid, serious corrosion will ensue not

only in boiler plates, but also in tubes, pipes, cylinders

and other parts with which the steam comes in contact.

Animal and vegetable oils and greases decompose into

fatty acids when subjected to the temperature of high

pressure steam. Because of this their presence in a high

pressure steam engine or boiler will cause serious corro-

sion.

Experiments have shown that pure water, into which

air has been forced, on boiling causes corrosion.

Highly heated surfaces in contact with water contain-

ing common salt corrode and pit rapidly. The sides of

the furnace, the tube plates and the hottest tubes suffer

most.

It is clear then that feed-water, free from solids, com-

bined or in suspension, organic matter, acids of all kinds,

and air, would be best for the life of boilers.
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TROUBLESOME
SUBSTANCE.

TABULAR VIEW.

TROUBLE. REMEDY OR
PALLIATION.

Sediment, mud, clay, Incrustation. Filtration
; blowing

etc.

Readily soluble salts.

Bicarbonatesof lime, j

magnesia, iron.
\

off.

Blowing off.

Heating feed. Addi-
tion ofcaustic soda,
lime, or magnesia,
etc.

{Addition

of carbon-
ate soda, barium
chloride, etc.

Chloride and sul- ,

phate of magne- Corrosion.

Carbonate of soda in ) p . . ( Addition of barium
large amounts. f

J img<
"j chloride, etc.

Acid (inminewaters). Corrosion. Alkali.

Dissolved carbonic /

acid and oxygen, l"

Grease(fromconden-
j

sed water). j

Organic matter (sew- )

age). f

Heating feed. Addi-
tion ofcaustic soda,
slacked lime, etc.

{Slacked

lime and filt-

ering.
Carbonate of soda.

Substitute mineral
oil.

Precipitate with al-

um or ferric chlo-
ride and filter.

Organic matter. Corrosion, Ditto.
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Analyses in Parts per J00,000 of Water giving Bad Results in

Steam-boilers. (A. K. Hunt.)
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WATER PRESSURE.
The pressure of still water in pounds per square inch

against the sides of any pipe or vessel of any shape what-

ever, is due alone to the head, or height of the surface

of the water above the point considered pressed upon,
and is equal to 0.434 pounds per square inch for every
foot of head. The fluid pressure per square inch is equal
in all directions.

To find the total pressure of quiet water against and

perpendicular to any surface, whether vertical, horizontal

or inclined at any angle, whether it be flat or curved
;

multiply together the area in square feet of the surface

pressed, the vertical depth of its center of gravity below
the surface of the water, and the constant 62.5. The

product will be the required pressure in pounds. This

may be expressed by formula as follows :

P = 62.5 A D,
In which P = the pressure in pounds of quiescent water on the

surface considered.

A = the area pressed upon in square feet, and
D = the vertical depth in feet of center of gravity of

surface considered.

Pressures in Pounds per Square Inch in Pipes, Etc., under

different Heads of Water.

a
g
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FLOW OF WATER IN PIPES.

The vertical height of the source of water above the

outlet is called the head. The greater the head the

greater will be the velocity of efflux if the length and di-

ameter of the pipe remain constant.

To find the velocity of water discharged from a pipe line

longer than 4 times its diameter, knowing the head,

length and inside diameter, use the following formula :

In which v = approximate mean velocity in feet per second,
m = coefficient from table below,
d = diameter of pipe in feet,

h = total head in feet,

L = total length of line in feet.

VALUES OF COEFFICIENT M.

hd
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Substituting these values in above formula, we get :

/innr / 2 X so /w
T L+54d = r 2580+108 T 5388 = u>1* '

In column headed A/
hd

find 0.10, which is the
*

L/+54d

value nearest to 0.136, and look along this line until

column headed " 2 "
is reached, then read 62 as the value

of coefficient ra.

Then v = 62x0.136 = 8.432 ft. per sec., the required

velocity.

To find the discharge in cu. ft. per sec., multiply this

velocity by area of cross section of pipe in sq. ft.

Thus, 3. 1416 x (I)
2 x 8.432= 26.49 cu. ft. per sec.

Since there are 7.48 gal. in a cu. ft., the discharge in

gal. per sec. = 26.49x7.48= 198.2.

The above formula is only an approximation, since the

flow is modified by bends, joints, incrustations, etc.

Wrought Iron and Steel Pipes are smoother than cast

iron ones, thereby presenting less friction and less en-

couragement for deposits ; and, being in longer lengths,

the number of joints is reduced, thus lessening the

undesirable effects of eddy currents.

To find the head in feet necessary to give a stated dis-

charge in cu. ft., use the formula.*

,.0.000704 Q 2 (L+54d)
d 5

In which h = total head in feet,

L = total length of line in feet,

d = diameter of pipe in feet,

Q = quantity of water in cu. ft. per second.

Example. Given the diameter of pipe, ^=0.5 ft.; the

length of pipe, L 20 ft. ;
and the quantity of water to

be discharged, #-
= 3.07 cu. ft. per sec.; to find the neces-

sary head.
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Substituting these values in the above formula,* we get :

0.000704 x 9.4 x (20+27)

(0.5)'

=
0.000704^9.4x47

The following formula* is simpler and can be used when

54 d in relation to L is so small as to be negligible.

0.000704 Q8 x L
d^

If the pipe, instead of being straight, has easy curves

(say with radius not less than 5 diameters of the pipe)

either horizontal or vertical, the discharge will not be

materially diminished, so long as the total heads, and

total actual lengths of pipe remain the same, but it is ad-

visable to make the radius as much more than 5 diameters

as can conveniently be done.

To find the diameter of a pipe ^bf given length to de-

liver a given quantity of water under a given head, use

the following :

= 0.234 fi
In which d diameter of pipe in feet,

Q cu. ft. per second delivered,

L length of line in feet,

h head in feet.

Example. Given the head, h 700 feet
;
the length of

pipe, L 3000 feet; the quantity to be delivered, Q-4
cu. ft. per. sec.

; required the diameter of pipe necesssary.

Substituting these values in the above formula,* we

get:

d=0.234 A/ 16x3000=0.234 4/68.57=0.545 ft.=6.54 in.
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The diameter of a pipe may also be found by using the

following formula :
*

= 125

In which D = diameter of pipe in inches,

q = gallons per second,
" L = length of line in feet,

h = head in feet.

If, in formula v = m.\/
x we substitute

V Iy-}-54d

average value for m, we get :

dxh

The following table, calculated by the above formula

shows the velocities and discharges through a pipe one

mile long and one foot in diameter, under different heads.

But they will be very nearly the same for any greater

lengths ;
and also quite approximate for shorter ones not

less than 1000 or even 500 diameters long, provided that

in all cases they have the same RATE; OF HEAD ;
that is, if

the given pipe of one foot diameter is 2 or 3 miles long,

it must have 2 or 3 times as much head as the pipe in the

table in order to have very nearly the same velocity and

discharge.

* When solving examples by the use of these formulas use

the table of Fifth Powers and Fifth Roots. Solutions may also

be easily effected by the use of logarithms.
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Head is the vertical distance from the surface of the

water in the reservoir to the center of gravity of the

lower end of the pipe when the discharge is into the air
;

or to the level surface of the lower reservoir when the

discharge is under water.

To reduce cubic feet to U. S. Gallons, multiply by 7.48.

To find either the area of pipe, the mean velocity, or the

quantity discharged, when the other two are given, use the

ischarge in cubic feet per second,
Area in square feet = Mean velocity in feet per second.

Mean velocity in _ Discharge in cubic feet per second,

feet per second.
.

Area in square feet.

Discharge in cubic feet Area in Mean velocity in

per second. square feet
A

feet per second.

[The terms may be in inches instead of feet
;
and in

minutes or hours instead of seconds.]

For the diameter of a long pipe required to deliver either

more or less water than that of a J foot diameter, and under

the same rate of inclination, or of head in feet per mile, see

table on next page.

The use of this table is not sufficiently correct for pipes

less than about 1,000 (or at furthest 500) diameters long.
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From this table we see that a 14 inch pipe will deliver

nearly 1J^ times as much as a 12 inch pipe, and a 16 inch

one fully twice as much as a 12 inch, all having the same

length and head.

EXAMPLE. Having given the head from a reservoir

to a certain point of delivery, as 20 ft. in a distance of

1,860 ft., what must be the diameter of a pipe to deliver

6 cubic feet of water per second ?

We find that a fall of 20 ft. in 1,860, is equal to a fall

of 1.075 ft. in 100; or 1,860: 20 = 100: 1.075. Then we see

by the first table that with a fall of 1.075 ft. in 100, a

long pipe of 1 ft. diameter discharges about 3.8 cubic

feet per second. But we want 6 1.58 times as much

as the 1 ft. pipe can deliver
;
then by the second table,

we see that the pipe to do this, under the same rate of

head, must be about 14^ in. in diameter. In practice

we should adopt at least 15 in.
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EXAMPLE. Given 120 feet head and 600 feet length
of 18 inch pipe, discharging 3500 gallons per minute : To
find effective head: Look in column headed "18 inch

Pipe," and opposite 3500 in. first column read "4.7 ft."

(which is the loss of head by friction for an 18 in. pipe
1000 ft. long), and multiplying this by 600/1000, or 0.6,

we get 2.82 ft., the loss of head. The effective head re-

quired then equals 120 ft. less 2.8 ft. or 117.2 ft.

Flow of Water in Pipes for a Velocity of JOO Ft. per Minute.

Diameter
in

Inches.
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WATER-POWER.

(Kent's Pocket Book.)

Power of a Fall of "Water Efficiency. The gross power
of a fall of water is the product of the weight of water

discharged in a unit of time into the total head, i. e.
,
the

difference of vertical elevation of the upper surface of the

water at the points where the fall in question begins and

ends. The term " head " used in connection with water-

wheels is the difference in height from the surface of the

water . in the wheel-pit to the surface in the pen-stock
when the wheel is running.

If Q cubic feet of water discharged per second, D =

weight of a cubic foot of water = 62.36 Ibs. at 60 F., H
= total head in feet

;
then

DQH =. gross power in foot-pounds per second,

and DQH -f- 550 = 0.1134 QH= gross horse power.

If Q' is taken in cubic feet per minute,

H. P. =

A water-wheel or motor of any kind cannot utilize the

whole of the head H, since there are losses of head at

both the entrance to and the exit from the wheel. There
are also losses of energy due to friction of the water in its

passage through the wheel. The ratio of the power de-

veloped by the wheel to the gross power of the fall is the

efficiency of the wheel. For 75$ efficiency, net horse-

power = 0.00142g'//=
706
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Horse-power of "Water Flowing in a Tube* The head due

to the velocity is
;
the head due to the pressure is -

;

2^-' w*
the head due to actual height above the datum plane is h

feet. The total head is the sum of these 4- h + -

Kg W
in feet, in which v velocity in feet per second, f
pressure in Ibs. per sq. ft., w = weight of 1 cu. ft. of

water 62.4 Ibs. If p = pressure in Ibs. per sq. in.,

L = 2.309/. In hydraulic transmission the velocity and

the height above datum are usually small compared with

the pressure-head. The work or energy of a given quan-

tity of water under pressure = its volume in cubic feet X
its pressure in Ibs. per sq. ft.; or if Q = quantity in cubic

feet per second, and/ = pressure in Ibs. per square inch,

W= 144/0, and the H. P. = - 0.2618/0.
550

Formula for Computing Power of Jet Water-Wheels of the

Pelton Type. (F. K. Blue).

Let HP= horse-power delivered by the water-wheel
;

d = diameter of nozzle
;
w = weight of one cu. ft. of

water, or 62.5 Ibs.
;
E = efficiency of the water-wheel ; q

quantity of water in cubic feet per minute ;
c coefficient

of discharge from the nozzle, which may be ordinarily

taken as 0.9
;

li effective head (actual head less friction

head) in feet
;
then

HP = wE ^ h = 0.00189 E q h = 0.00436 E q p. =
33,000

0.00496 E c d 2 |/1T s= 0.0174 E c d 2
|/"p".

q = 529
HP = 2.62 c d 8 V"hT= 4 c d 2

4/~p~.
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The Pclton Water-wheel. Mr. Ross E. Browne (En^g
News, Feb. 20, 1892) thus outlines the principles upon
which this water-wheel is constructed :

The function of a water-wheel, operated by a jet of

water escaping from a nozzle, is to convert the energy of

the jet, due to its velocity, into useful work. In order to

utilize this energy fully the wheel-bucket, after catching
the jet, must bring it to rest before discharging it, with-

out inducing turbulence or agitation of the particles.

This cannot be fully effected, and unavoidable difficul-

ties necessitate the loss of a portion of the energy. The

principal losses occur as follows : First, in sharp or an-

gular diversion of the jet in entering, or in its course

through the bucket, causing impact, or the conversion of

a portion of the energy into heat instead of useful work.

Second, in the so-called frictional resistance offered to

the motion of the water by the wetted surfaces of the

buckets, causing also the conversion of a portion of the

energy into heat instead of useful work. Third, in the

velocity of the water, as it leaves the bucket, representing

energy which has not been converted into work
Hence, in seeking a high efficiency : 1. The bucket-

surface at the entrance should be approximately parallel
to the relative course of the jet, and the bucket should

be curved in such a manner as to avoid sharp angular de-

flection of the stream. If, for example, a jet strikes a

surface at an angle and is sharply deflected, a portion of

the water is backed, the smoothness of the stream is dis-

turbed, and there results

considerable loss by im-

pact and otherwise. The
entrance and deflection

in the Pelton bucket are

such as to avoid these

losses in the main. F>- 134. FIG. 135.

2. The number of buckets should be small, and the

path of the jet in the bucket short
;
in other words, the

total wetted surface should be small, as the loss by fric-

tion will be proportional to this.
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3. The discharge end of the bucket should be as nearly

tangential to the wheel periphery as compatible with

the clearance of the bucket which follows
;
and great

differences of velocity in the parts of the escaping water

should be avoided. In order to bring the water to rest

at the discharge end of the bucket, it is shown, mathe-

matically, that the velocity of the bucket should be one

half the velocity of the jet.

A bucket, such as shown in Fig. 135, will cause the

heaping of more or less dead or turbulent water at the

point indicated by dark shading. This dead water is

subsequently thrown from the wheel with considerable

velocity, and represents a large loss of energy. The in-

troduction of the wedge in the Pelton bucket (see Fig.

134) is an efficient means of avoiding this loss.

A wheel of the form of the Pelton conforms closely in

construction to each of these requirements.
In a test made by the proprietors of the Idaho mine,

near Grass Valley, Cal., the dimensions and results were

as follows : Main supply-pipe, 22 in. diameter, 6900 ft.

long, with the head of 386} feet above centre of nozzle.

The loss by friction in the pipe was 1.8 ft., reducing the

effective head to 384.7 ft. The Pelton wheel used in the

test was 6 ft. in diameter and the nozzle was 1.89 in. di-

ameter. The work done was measured by a Prony brake,

and the mean of 13 tests showed a useful effect of 87.3$.
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FIG. 136.

Miners' Inch Measurements. (Pelton Water Wheel Co.)

The cut, Fig. 136, shows the form of measuring-box

ordinarily used, and the following table gives the dis-

charge in cubic feet per minute of a miner's inch of

water, as measured under the various heads and different

lengths and heights of apertures used in California.

Length
of
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PUMPS AND PUMPING ENGINES.

(Kent's Pocket Book.)

Theoretical Capacity of a Pump. Let Q cu. ft. per

min.; G' = Anier. gals, per min. = 7.48050'; d = diam. of

pump in inches ;
/ = stroke in inches ;

A7
^ = number of

single strokes per min.

Capacity in cu. ft. per min.

Q = *- = 0.0004545AW
;

4 144 12

Capacity in gals, per min.

Diameter required for a given capacity per min.

If v piston speed in feet per min.,

d - 13.54 A/&- -4.95 A/
'

r v r v

If the piston speed is 100 feet per min. :

Nl = 1200, and d = 1.354 i/^T = 0.495 \f~G\
G' = 4.0&/2

per min.

The actual capacity will be from 60# to 95$ of the theo-

retical, according to the tightness of the piston, valves,

suction-pipe, etc.

Theoretical Horse-power required to raise Water to a given

Height.

Let Q = cu. ft. per min.; G' = gals, per min.; W wt.

in Ibs.; P pressure in Ibs. per sq. ft.; p = pressure in

Ibs. per sq. in.; H height of lift in ft.; W= 62.36<2', P
= 144^, p = 0.433 H, H= 2.309/, G' = 7.48050'.

Hp Q'P Q'HxmxAZZ^Q'H__ G'H
.

33,000 33,000 529.2 3958.7
'

HP = WH - g'X62.36x2.309^ _ Q'p = G'p

33,000 33,000 229.2 1714.5
'
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For the actual horse -power required an allowance must
be made for the friction, slips, etc., of engine, pump,
valves, and passages.

Depth of Suction* Theoretically a perfect pump will

lift water from a depth of nearly 34 feet, corresponding
to a perfect vacuum (14.7 Ibs. X 2.309 = 33.95 feet); but

since a perfect vacuum cannot be obtained, on account of

valve-leakage, air contained in the water, and the vapor
of the water itself, the actual height is generally less

than 30 feet. In pumping hot water, the water must flow

into the pump by gravity. The following table shows
the theoretical maximum depth of suction for different

temperatures, leakage not considered :





STEAM

AND

STEAM APPARATUS.
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STEAM.
Under the ordinary atmospheric pressure of 14.7 pounds

per square inch, water boils at 212 Fahr., passing off as

steam, the temperature at which it boils varying with a

variation in the pressure.

Dry steam is steam not containing any free moisture.

It may be either saturated or superheated.

Wet steam is steam containing free moisture in the form
of spray or mist, and has the same temperature as dry
saturated steam of the same pressure.

Saturated steam is steam in its normal state, that is,

steam whose temperature is that due its pressure; by
which is meant steam at the same temperature as that of

the water from which it was generated and upon which
it rests.

Superheated steam is steam at a temperature above that

due to its pressure.

A British thermal unit is the quantity of heat required
to raise one pound of water at 39. 1 Fahr. through one

degree of temperature.

The total heat of the water is the number of British

thermal units needed to raise one pound of water from

32F. to the boiling point, under the given pressure.

The latent heat of steam is the number of British thermal

units required to convert one pound of water, at the boil-

ing point, into steam of the same temperature.

The total heat of saturated steam is the number of heat

units required to raise a pound of water from 32 F. to

the boiling point, at the given pressure, plus the number

required to evaporate the water at that temperature.

The specific heat of steam is the quantity of heat required

to raise the temperature of one pound of steam through
one degree of temperature. In British units and near

the saturation temperature it equals, at constant pres-

sure, 0.48.
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The specific gravity of steam at any temperature and

pressure, as compared with air of same temperature and

pressure, is approximately 0.622. One cubic inch of

water evaporated into steam at 212F. becomes 1646

cubic in., that is, nearly one cu. ft.

Water in contact with saturated steam has the same

temperature as the steam itself. Water introduced into

superheated steam will be vaporized until the steam be-

comes saturated, and its temperature becomes that due

its pressure. Cold water, or water at a lower temperature
than that of the steam, introduced into saturated steam,

will condense some of it, thus lowering both the temper-
ature and pressure of the rest until the temperature again

equals that due its pressure.
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Explanation of Table of Properties of Saturated Steam:

The first column shows the absolute pressure of steam as

it rises freely from water of the same temperature, and is

equal to 14.7 Ibs. -j- the pressure shown by the steam

gauge.

The second column shows the temperatures in degrees

Fahrenheit at which water vaporizes under the pressures

opposite in column one.

The third column shows the number of British thermal

units required to raise one pound of water from 32F. to

the boiling temperatures opposite in column two.

The fourth column shows the number of heat units

that are absorbed, or changed from sensible to latent heat,

when one pound of water at the boiling point changes to

steam of the same temperature.

The fifth column shows the number of heat units ab-

sorbed when one pound of water at 32F. has its temper-
ature raised to the boiling point and is then changed to

steam at constant pressure and temperature. This column

gives the total heat of formation of steam from water at

32F.

The sixth column shows the weights in pounds per

cubic ft. of saturated steam at the corresponding pres-

sures and temperatures given in columns one and two.

The seventh column shows volumes in cubic ft. of one

pound of steam.

Explanation of Table of Factors of Evaporation : The fac-

tors in this table were obtained, for the various feed-

water temperatures and steam pressures given, by sub-

tracting the heat above 32F. in one pound of feed-water

from the total heat above 32 in one pound of steam, and

then dividing the remainder thus obtained by 965.7, the

latent heat of steam at atmospheric pressure.
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Example: Given the boiler pressure =. 105 Ibs. per

square in. guage, and the feed-water temperature =55F. ;

to find the factor of evaporation. Look in the column or

steam pressures headed 105 and opposite to 55 degrees in

the first column, read 1.204, the factor required. It will

therefore require 1.204 times as many heat units to evap-
orate a certain weight of water from a feed-water tem-

perature of 55F. into steam under 105 pounds guage as

would be required to evaporate the same weight of water

from a temperature of 212F. into steam under one at-

mospheric pressure, that is, from and at 2J2F.
This table is useful in rating boilers and in preparing

reports of tests.

FLOW OF STEAM FROM ORIFICES.

The flow of steam from a vessel of one pressure into

that of another pressure becomes greater the greater the

difference in pressure between the two vessels, until the

lower is 0.58 the absolute pressure of the higher. Any
further reduction of the pressure in the second vessel,

even down to a vacuum, fails to enhance the flow of the

steam between the two. In flowing through the best

shaped nozzle the steam expands to the external pressure
and also to the volume corresponding to this pressure, so

long as it is not less than 58 per cent, of the internal

pressure. For an external pressure of 58 per cent, or

less, the ratio of expansion becomes constant and is

1.624.
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OUTFLOW OF STEAM INTO THE

ATMOSPHERE.

(D. K. CLARK.)
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FLOW OF STEAM IN PIPES.

(KENT'S POCKET BOOK).

A formula commonly used for velocity of flow of steam
in pipes is the same as Downing's for the flow of water
in smooth cast iron pipes, viz. :

V= 604/5 D,
' L

in which V velocity in feet per second, Z,= length, and
D= diameter of pipe in feet, //'height in feet of a col-

umn of steam, of the pressure of the steam at the en-

trance, which would produce a pressure equal to the

difference of pressures at the two ends of the pipe. (For
derivation of the coefficient 50, see Briggs on "

Warming
Buildings by Steam," Proc. Inst. C. E., 1882.)

If Q quantity in cubic ft. per minute, d = diameter
in inches, L and //being in feet, the formula reduces to

Q =4.723 \/^
d

>

5

H=0.448 ~^> d =0.537 \/^'
If P! = pressure in pounds per sq. in. of the steam at

the entrance to the pipe, p 2 = the pressure at the exit,

then 144 (p\p*) difference in pressure per sq. ft. Let
w density or weight per cu. ft. of steam at the pressure
p lt

then the height of column equivalent to the difference

in pressures is

If W= weight of steam flowing in pounds per minute

Qw and d is taken in inches, L being in feet:

W= 56.68
|/jy

(Pi-Pa) d5
; Q= 56.68

|/S*~P">
d<

.

d= 0.199 !/
W * L

.
= 0.199

Pi Pa

d 8

Velocity in feet per minute V = Qn-0.7854 ^
= 10390 J pt

~p } d '

; j)
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For a velocity of 6000 feet per minute, d=

For a velocity of 6000 feet per minute, a steam pressure
of 100 pounds gauge, or W=0.264, and a length of 100
feet.

Pi Pa d

That is, a pipe 1 inch diameter, 100 feet long, carrying
steam of 100 pounds gauge pressure at 6000 feet velocity
per minute, would have a loss of pressure of 8.8 pounds
per sq. inch, while steam traveling at the same velocity
in a pipe 8.8 inches diameter would lose only 1 pound
pressure.

G. H. Babcock in "Steam," gives the formula

)
w (Pi p 8 ) d 6

W=87|/L /I + 3.6 \

One of the most widely accepted formulae for flow of
water is D'Arcy's, which is

Using D'Arcy's coefficients, and modifying his formula
to make it apply to steam, to the form

a = c i or w = c j
.-.

we obtain for,

Diam. in. 1 2 3 456 78
Value of c, 45.3 52.7 56.1 57.8 58.4 59.5 60.1 60.7

Diam. in. 9 10 12 14 16 18 20 24

Value of c, 61.2 61.8 62.1 62.3 62.6 62.7 62.9 63.2

In the absence of direct experiments these coefficients
are probably as accurate as any that may be derived from
formulae for flow of water.

Loss of pressure in Ibs. per sq. in.=p l p s
= Q w **

.

c 3 d 6
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RESISTANCE TO FLOW BY BENDS,

VALVES, ETC

Mr. Briggs states that in "
Warming Buildings by

Steam," that the resistance at the entrance to a pipe con-

sists of two parts, namely: the head ^ , which is neces-

sary to create the velocity of flow, and the head
v*

0.505
- which overcomes the resistance to entrance
*K

offered by the mouth of the pipe* The total loss of head

at entrance then equals the sum of these, or
1.505-^,

in which V velocity of flow of steam in the pipe, in

feet per second, and g = acceleration due to gravity, or

32.2.

The Babcock & Wilcox Co. state in " Steam " that the

resistance at the opening, and that at a globe valve, are

each about the same as that caused by an additional

length of straight pipe, as computed by the formula,

r . 114 X diameter of pipe
Additional length of pipe =

t + (3 .6 ^ diamet
P
er̂

-

from which has been computed the following table:

Diameter in inches 2 2* 3 3| 4 5 6 7

Additional length, feet 7 10 13 16 20 28 36 44

Diameter in inches 8 10 12 15 18 20 22 24

Additional length, feet 53 70 88 115 143 162 181 200

The resistance to flow at a right-angled elbow is about

equal to % that of a globe valve.

The above values are to be considered as being only

approximations to the truth.
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Example. Find the discharge from a steam pipe when

the given length = 120 feet and the diameter = 8 inches;

the pipe containing 6 right-angled elbows and two globe

valves, the pressure at the two ends being respectively

105 and 103 Ibs. per sq. in. gauge.

The resistance to entrance, from the above table, for 8

inch pipe = 53 feet; the resistance of 6 elbows= 6 X 53 X %
= 212 feet; the resistance of two globe valves = 2 X 53 =
106 feet; making a total resistance=53-{-212 + 106 = 371

feet of additional length of pipe. Therefore, the steam

would encounter the same resistance flowing through a

straight 8-inch pipe, whose length equals 120 -f- 371, or

491 feet, as it would in flowing through the given pipe

with its various resistances.

Then in the formula W = 0/1
i P)

L = 491 feet; p^ = 105 Ibs. per sq. in.; p% = 103 Ibs. per

sq. in.
;
d 8 inches; , for an 8-inch pipe = 60.7; and w,

from table of Properties of Saturated Steam, = 0.27

Substituting in formula we get

W = 60.7 ,/ 0.27 (105-103)8? =m
r 491

The pipe, then, under the stated conditions, would dis-

charge approximately 364 pounds of steam per minute,

or 21,800 Ibs. per hour; which, on the basis of 30 Ibs.

per horse-power hour, would have a capacity of 728

boiler horse-power. Since one pound of steam at 104 Ibs.

gauge has a volume of 3.7 cu. ft., the pipe would dis-

charge 1,350 cu.ft. per minute, or 81,000 cu. ft. per hour.
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The above table was calculated by the formula W OC
ds

(varies as) ^77g-g-
in which W= weight of fluid de-

livered in a given time, and d = diameter (internal) in

inches. In the upper right hand triangle of the table

the figures refer to nominal diameters, while in the

lower triangle they refer to actual diameters.

Example* To find number of standard 2 inch pipes to

deliver as much fluid as one standard 1 inch pipe: In

the upper triangle look in column headed 7 and opposite

2 in the extreme right hand column, read 29. Twenty-
nine 2-inch pipes will then deliver as much as one 7-inch

pipe.

NON-CONDUCTING COVERINGS FOR
STEAM PIPES.

A bare pipe carrying steam, and made of iron, steel or

other conducting material, loses heat by convection to

the surrounding air and by radiation to the surrounding

objects, both of which cause a loss of steam by conden-

sation.

This loss is lessened in practice by covering the outer

surface of the steam pipe with a material that will offer

a greater resistance to the flow of heat than that offered

by the material of the pipe.

A good material for this purpose should not suffer ser-

ious deterioration from the heat or vibration to which it

would be subjected in practice; and in all cases where

damage from fire might result, it should never consist of

combustible matter. Under the conditions of practice,

especially in places where it may become damp, a good

pipe covering should consist of materials that will not

rapidly deteriorate, and should contain nothing that will

seriously corrode the pipe.

Since air does not take up heat by radiation, but re-

ceives heat by contact with a hot body only, it would ap-

pear that the greater the porosity of a material, that is,

the greater the percentage of volume of finely divided
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air it contains, the greater will be its non-conducting

qualities. This is noticeably the case in the commercial

pipe coverings that consist substantially of the same ma-

terials, when these materials contain different percent-

ages of still air. In every case the more porous the ma-

terial, other things being equal, the greater will be its

non-conducting properties.

The following table contains averages made up from

results obtained by a number of carefully conducted

tests, and represent approximately what may be ex-

pected when these materials are properly applied as

steam-pipe coverings in practice. The table gives the

quantity of heat transmitted through covered steam-

pipes, when that transmitted through a naked pipe is

taken as 100, the covering, except where otherwise indi-

cated, being one inch thick.
Relative Amount of

Kind of Covering. Heat Transmitted.

Naked pipe 100

Hair felt, asbestos lined and canvas covered. . . .16 to 18

Wool felt,
" " " " " ....20 to 22

Two layers of asbestos paper 70 to 80

Four " " " " 45 to 55

Asbestos mixed with some plaster of paris 28 to 34

Magnesia mixed with a little asbestos fiber, can-

vas covered 18 to 20

Best mineral wool, lined and canvas covered 18 to 20

Pipe painted with black asphaltum about 105

Pipe painted with white glossy paint
" 95

For coverings having values less than 25 in the above

table, the values for thicknesses of covering of 1*4 and 2

inches (those in the table being for one inch, as noted)

may be approximately obtained by multiplying respec-

tively by 0.78 and 0.58. Thus, a pipe covered with

magnesia and canvas covered would transmit an amount,

if 1 yz inches thick = (18 to 20) X 0.78 = 14 to 15.5; and if

2 inches thick an amount = (18 to 20) X 0.58 = 10.5 to

11.5, that transmitted by a similar bare pipe being 100

in the same length of time.
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CONDENSATION OF STEAM IN COVERED

IRON PIPES.

Corresponding to a percentage of that in a bare pipe

varying from 15 per cent, for a 30-inch pipe to 19 for a

1% inch pipe, which approximates to what may be ex-

pected in practice from the application of the best com-
mercial pipe coverings.

Steam pressure=100 Ibs. gauge, surrounding air at 62 F.

Steam temperature = 338 Fahr.

&
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Since the steam carrying capacity of a pipe of this

size, as ordinarily installed for power purposes, would be

about 24,000 Ibs. of steam per hour, the above saving
would represent about % of one per cent, of its carrying

capacity.

Where fuel is inexpensive and the steam pipes are

short, the net saving due to covering the pipes is, of

course, insignificant; but even in this case, especially in

confined situations, the pipes should be ordinarily cov-

ered in order to make the temperature of the space near

them less unendurable to workmen and others, in warm
weather.

POWER OF ENGINES AND BOILERS.

"Work, in the mechanical sense, is the overcoming of

resistance through space, and is measured by the amount
of the resistance multiplied by the distance through
which it is overcome.

The unit of work, in Great Britain and the United

States, is the foot-pound, which is an amount of energy

equivalent to the lifting of one pound through a height
of one foot.

The unit of rate of doing work is a quantity of work

equivalent to the doing of 33,000 foot-pounds in one min-

ute, and is called a horse-power. This is a mechanical

horse-power, and should not be confused with the boiler

horse-power, which is based upon the evaporation of a

stated quantity of water under certain stated conditions.

The indicated horse-power of a steam engine is the

horse-power developed by the steam in the cylinder and

delivered to the piston. In a double acting single cylin-
plan

der engine, the indicated horse-power = gg QQQ
> in which

^ = the mean effective pressure in Ibs. per sq. in., as ob-

tained from the indicator card, / length of stroke in

feet, a area of piston in sq. inches and n number of

working strokes per minute. If the engine has more
than one cylinder compute the power of each and take
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the sum. If great accuracy is desired the area of cross-

section of piston rod should be deducted from the piston
area for the crank end, and the powers of the two ends

computed separately, since the mean effective pressures
of the two ends will not ordinarily be found to be exactly
the same. For single acting engines substitute for n
the number of working strokes only.
Net or brake horse-power of an engine is the horse-

power delivered by the engine from its shaft, by belt or

otherwise. It may be obtained from the indicated horse-

power by multiplying by the mechanical efficiency: For

example, an engine indicating 300 H.P., with a mechan-
ical efficiency of 88 per cent., would have a net or brake

horse-power = 300 X 0.88 = 264.

The unit of evaporation is the number of B.T.U. neces-

sary to convert one pound of water at 212F. into steam
of the same temperature, and is therefore equal to 965.7

B.T.U.
,
the latent heat of one pound of steam at atmos-

pheric pressure.

Boiler Horse-power. A Committee of the American So-

ciety of Mechanical Engineers recommended the unit of

boiler power known as the "Centennial Standard,
" and

this is now generally accepted. They advised that the

commercial horse-power be taken as an evaporation of 30

pounds of water per hour from a feed water temperature
of 100Fahr. into steam at 70 pounds per square inch

gauge pressure. This is equivalent to 34} units of

evaporation, that is, to 34^ pounds of water evaporated
from a feed water temperature of 212 Fahr. into steam
at the same temperature. This "Centennial Standard "

unit is equivalent to 33,305 British thermal units per hour.

It was the opinion of this Committee that a boiler

rated at any stated power should be capable of developing
that power with easy firing, moderate draught, and ordi-

nary fuel, while exhibiting good economy; and, at times,
when maximum economy is not the most important ob-

ject to be attained, at least one-third more than its rated

power to meet emergencies.
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Example. A battery of boilers evaporate 20,000 Ibs. of

feed-water per hour, the temperature of feed-water beijig

40F., and the gauge pressure 100 Ibs. per sq. in. Find

the equivalent evaporation from and at 2J2F.j also the

commercial horse-power.
The factor of evaporation, from 4OF. and at 100 Ibs.

gauge, is (see table of factors of evaporation) 1.219.

Therefore the equivalent evaporation from and at 212 =
20,000 X 1.219 = 24,380 Ibs. per hr.

Since one commercial horse-power is equivalent to the

evaporation of 34.5 Ibs. of water per hour, from and at

212, the commercial horse-power = 24,380-5-34.5 = 707.

In the above example the steam is assumed to be dry
and saturated. In case it is not a correction must be

made.
1. Assume that the steam contains 2 per cent, of mois-

ture. Of the 20,000 Ibs. of feed-water, then, 98 per cent,

or 19,600 Ibs. will be evaporated and the remaining 400
Ibs. will pass from the boiler as water at the temperature
of the steam. Each pound of this water will carry away
from the boiler an amount of heat necessary to raise its

temperature from 40F., the temperature of the feed-

water, to 337, the temperature of the steam, or 296 B.T.U.

per Ib. of entrained water. Had the entrained water
been evaporated each pound would have carried away an
additional amount equal to its latent heat at boiler pres-
sure, or 876 B.T.U. per Ib., or 876 X 400= 350,400 B.T.U.

per hour, for the total amount of entrained water. Un-
der the assumed conditions, then, the boiler imparts
350,400 heat units less to the feed-water per hour than
would have been the case had there been no entrained

water; that is, its capacity is less by 350,400-^33,305 (the
heat equivalent of a boiler H.P.) = 10.5 horse-power. The
actual commercial horse-power of the boiler then =707
10.5 = 696.5.

2. Assume that the steam is superheated 20 degrees;
that is, to a temperature of 337 -f 20 = 357 F. Then the
additional heat imparted to each pound of feed-water
over that necessary to generate dry saturated steam is

20 X 0.48 (the specific heat of steam) = 9.6 heat units per
Ib., or 9.6 X 20,000 = 192,000 per hr., or 192.000-^-33,305 =
5.8 horse-power. The actual horse-power of boiler then
= 707+ 5.8 = 712.8.
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plan _
The indicated horse-power of an engine equals^g QQQ

aX I n Xp ^area
of piston Xpiston speed ^ in ^hichp =

33,000 33,000

mean effective pressure in Ibs. per sq. in.; /= length of

stroke in ft.
;
a effective area of piston in sq. in.

;
and

n number of impulse strokes per minute.

The piston speed for a single acting, double acting or

a multiple cylinder engine the length of stroke in ft. X
number of impulse strokes per minute.

FEED-WATER HEATERS.-(KENT).

Percentage of Saving for Each Degree of Increase in Tem-

perature of Feed-water Heated by Waste Steam.

Initial

Temp.
of

Feed.

40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210

Pressure of Steam in Boiler, Ibs. per sq. in. above

Atmosphere.

20 40 60

.1018

1050
1062

0847
,0853

,0867

,0875

.0899

,0907

,0915

.0924

,0932
,0941

,0950

100 120 140 160 180

,0844

,0850

,0857

,0864

,0872

,0879

.0887

,0911

,0920

,0955

,0965
.0974

,0984

,0994

,1004

,1012
,1024

.1035

,0877

,0884

0892
,0900

0908
0917
,0925

,0934
,0943

,0952

,0961

,0971

,0980

,0990

,1000
,1010

,1020

.1031

.0852 .0850

.0867 .0864

.0874 .0872

.08831.0879

.0890 .0887

.0898 .0895

.0906 .0903

.0914

.0923

.0931

.0940

.0912

.0920

0893
0901

.0875
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An approximate rule for the conditions of ordinary

practice is: A saving of \% is made by each increase of 11

in the temperature of the feed-water. This corresponds
to 0.0909 per cent, for each degree.
The calculation of saving is made as follows : Let

total heat of 1 Ib. of steam at the boiler-pressure=H\
total heat of 1 Ib. of feed-water before entering the heater

== Aj, and after passing through the heater = h% ;
then

^2^1
the saving made by the heater is TT /

Example. Given boiler pressure 100 Ibs. gauge; feed

water temperature, original= 60F. and final ^209F.
;
to

find the percentage of saving resulting from heating the

feed-water. From the table of properties of saturated

steam we find #=1185 B.T.U.; h =60 32 = 28 B.T.U.;

>& 2 =209 32=177 B.T.U.

Then the saving by heater =^"f 1 = ~
f.
= 12.9

rl n. HoO do

per cent.

To solve by table look in column of steam pressures

headed " 100" and opposite to 60 in first column read

0.0864, which multiplied by (20960 = 149) the increase

of temperature of feed-water, gives 12.9 per cent., as

before.
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The preceding table has been computed for externally-

fired boilers, with longitudinal seams double-riveted and

having an efficiency of 0.7. A factor of safety of 5.5 has

been assumed for steel of 55,000 Ibs. tensile strength.

SIZES OF CHIMNEYS FOR STEAM BOILERS.

BY WILLIAM KENT, M. E.

The accompanying tabe of sizes of chimneys for various

horse powers of boilers is based on the following data:

. 1. The draught power of the chimney varies as the

square root of the height*

2. The retarding of the ascending gases by friction

may be considered as equivalent to a diminution of the

area of the chimney, or to a lining of the chimney by a

layer of gas which has no velocity. The thickness of

this lining is assumed to be two inches for all chimneys,

or the diminution of area equal to the perimeter X two

inches (neglecting the overlapping of the corners of the

lining). Expressed algebraically, let D diameter, A

area, E= effective area.

For square chimneys, E =D9

3%
=^ ~

.

^

For round chimneys, E= n(D* ^ \= ^4 0.592 |/^

For simplifying calculations, the coefficient of |/ A
may be taken as 0.6 for both square and round chimneys,

and the formula becomes

E=A 0.6 V~A-

3. The power varies directly as this effective area E.

4. A chimney 80 feet high, 42 inches diameter, has

been found to be sufficient to cause a rate of combustion
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of 120 pounds of coal per hour per square foot of area of

chimney, or if the grate area is to the chimney area as 8

to 1, a combustion of 15 pounds of coal per square foot

of grate per hour. This is fair practice for a boiler of

modern type, in which flues, or tubes are of moderate

diameter, gas passages circuitous, and heating surface

extensive in proportion to rate of combustion, so as to

cool the chimney gases to 400 or 500 Fahr. and produce

high economy.

5. A chimney should be proportioned so as to be capa-

ble of giving sufficient draught to cause the boiler to de-

velop much more than'its rated power, in case of emerg-

encies, or to cause the combustion of 5 pounds of fuel

per rated horse-power of boiler per hour.

Conditions 4 and 5 being assumed, the 80 feet X 42 in-

ches chimney, 9.62 square feet area, will cause the com-

bustion of 9.62 X 120= 1154.4 pounds of coal per hour, or

at 5 pounds of coal per horse-power per hour, is rightly

proportioned for 231 horse-power of boilers.

The power of the chimney varying directly as the ef-

fective area, JS, and as the square root of the height, h,

the formula for horse-power of boiler for a given size of

chimney will take the form,

HP. = CE \/ h, in which C is a constant.

For the 80' X 42" chimney,**&&

t \/ A =7.76 square feet.

V~h= 8.944 feet.

Substituting these values in the formula it becomes

231 = Cx 7.76 X 8.944,

whence C- 3.33,
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and the formula for horse-power is

HP. = 3.33 E \/~7T, or, HP. = 3.33 (,40.6

If the horse-power of boiler is given, to find the size of

chimney, the height being assumed,

0.3 HP.

For round chimneys, diameter of chimney = Diam.

of ^+ 4".

For square chimneys, side of chimney |/ E -f- 4".

In the formulae and table no account has been taken of

the difference which is believed by some authorities to

exist in the efficiencies of round and square chimneys of

equal area, nor of the differences of friction and of rate

of cooling of the gases in -iron and in brick chimneys.

Should experimental data of these differences, or of the

effect of infiltration of air into brick chimneys, be ob-

tained in future, the formulae and table may be corrected

accordingly.
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AIR.

Air consists of a mechanical mixture of the two gases

oxygen and nitrogen in the ratio of 20.7 parts of the

former to 79.3 of the latter by volume, and 23 of the for-

mer to 77 of the latter by weight. In its natural state it

contains small quantities of various substances, such as

moisture, carbon dioxide, CO 2 ,
the lately discovered ele-

ment argon, etc.

The weight of dry air at 32 F. and atmospheric pressure

(14.7 Ibs. per sq. in.) is 0.0807 Ibs. per cu. ft.; from which
the volume of one pound=12.4 cu. ft. At other tem-

peratures and pressures its weight in Ibs. per cu. ft. is

^~459^+t'
*n wl"ck ^reading of barometer in inches

and ^temperature F.

The absolute zero of temperature, on the Fahr. scale is

492 below 32, or 460F.

The absolute temperature then is obtained by adding
460 to the temperature as read from the Fahr. scale.

Thus 60F. = 60 + 460 =520 absolute; and 20F.=
20-f460=440 absolute.

Mechanical equivalent of heat. Heat energy and me-

chanical energy are mutually convertible, that is, a unit

of heat requires for its production, and produces by its

disappearance, a definite amount of mechanical energy,

namely, 778 foot-pounds of work for each British ther-

mal unit.

Boyle's law states that the product of the pressure and

volume of a portion of gas is constant so long as the

temperature is constant, that \s,pv=.c, in which p=pres-

sure in Ibs. per sq. ft. and z/=:volume in cu. ft. For air

at 32F,, this constant quantity is 26,200 foot-pounds, or

pv=2Q,2QQ ft. Ibs.

Charles' and Gay Lussac's law states that when the pres-

sure is constant all gases expand alike for the same in-

crease of temperature. The amount of this expansion
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between 32 and 212F, is 0.365 of the original volume:

and for each degree it equals 0.365-^180=0.00203. Simi-

liarly, when the volume remains constant the pressure

varies in the above ratio.

Combining Boyle's and diaries' laws we see that the pro-

duct of the pressure and volume of a portion of gas is

proportional to the absolute temperature. Thus, -j~
,
in which p and ^^absolute pressures (that is pres-

sures above a vacuum) in Ibs. per sq. ft.; v and v^ vol-

umes in cu. ft.; T and 7\=absolute temperatures.

Transforming the above equation and substituting 32

for 7\ and 26,200 for p^, we get

=53.2 T.

The specific heat of a gas is the quantity of heat, in heat

units, necessary to raise the temperature of one pound of

the gas through one degree of temperature.
The specific heat of air at constant pressure is c

p
=0.238

and at constant volume is cv =0.169 British thermal unit.

Adiabatic expansion or compression of a gas means that

the gas is expanded or compressed without transmission

of heat to or from the gas. This would be the case were

the expansion or compression to take place in an abso-

lutely non-conducting cylinder, in which case the tem-

perature, pressure and volume would vary as indicated

by the following formulae.

v 2 /PA0.71. p. /vAl.41. T_,_/vA0.41.
vI
= VpV Pi-^v,' Ti-Vv./

v 2 _/TA2.46. p,_/T,\3.46. T^/pAO.Sg.
v 1 \T,/ Pi7^T 1

/ T x
Vpi y

in which p lf Vj and T x =initial absolute pressure, vol-

ume and absolute temperature and p 2 ,
v 2 and T2 =final

absolute pressure, volume and absolute temperature of

the gas.
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Work of expulsion = p av3
= p^ (?)

-29
.

Total work is the sum of the work of compression and

expulsion less the work, p^, of the atmosphere done on

the piston during admission, or

Total work = 3.46 p lVl
[(P?)

'29

-!].
The mean effective pressure equals the total work -f-the

initial volume, v x ,
or

Isothermal expansion or compression of a gas means that

the gas is expanded or compressed with the addition or

rejection of sufficient heat to maintain the temperature
constant. In this case, the temperature being constant,

the pressure and volume will vary according to Boyle's

law, namely
pv=C,

in which /^absolute pressure in Ibs. per sq. ft., v=.vol-

ume in cu. ft., and C=a constant depending upon the

temperature. For a temperature of 32 F. this constant

is 26,200 ft. Ibs., and for isothermals corresponding to

other temperatures it may be found from the formula

0=53.2 7", in which Z=the absolute temperature of the

isothermal.

Work of isothermal compression of air. If air is com-

pressed from a volume Vj and pressure pj to a volume v a

and pressure p 3 ,
in a cylinder without clearance, in such

manner as to keep the temperature constant, the work
involved in delivering one pound is as follows:

Work of compression = PiV t log Xi.

Work of expulsion = p av a
= pjV^

The total work then is the sum of the work of com-

pression and expulsion less the work, p^, of the atmos-

phere done on the piston during admission, or

Total work = p x v x log e
Xi + p^ p^ = p^

^r*
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Volumes, Mean Pressures per Stroke, Temperatures, etc.

(CONTINUED.)
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"Work of combined compression. If air is compressed
from a volume v x and pressure p l to a volume v 2 and

pressure p 2 ,
in a cylinder without clearance, the work

involved in delivering one pound is as follows:

Work of compression = (p 2v 2 PiVj) =
v 3 Vl v a

53.2 (T3 T A ) .

Vi va

Work of expulsion = Psv2-

The total work is the sum of the work of compression
and expulsion less the work, p^, done by the atmos-

phere on the piston during admission, or

Total work = (p 3v 3 PiV x ) \- p sv 2 p^

= (P sv 2 pjVi) .

Vi v 3
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Temperature Fahrenheit

The results of air compression and expansion are

shown by the above diagram.
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Useful information on Volume and Pressure Curves of Air.

(FROM COMPRESSED AIR MAGAZINE.)

In the diagram on the preceding page, the figures at

the left indicate pressures in atmospheres above a

vacuum
;
the corresponding figures at the right denote

pressures in pounds per square inch, by the gauge. At
the top are volumes from one-tenth to one. At the

bottom, degrees of temperatures from zero to 1,000

degrees Fahrenheit. The two curves which begin at the

lower left hand corner and extend to the upper right are

the lines of compression, or expansion. The upper one

being the "Adiabatic" curve, or that which represents
the pressure at any point on the stroke, with the heat

developed by compression remaining in the air
;
the

lower is the "Isothermal," or the pressure curve, when
the heat of compression is withdrawn so as to keep
the temperature constant. The three curves which begin
at the lower right hand corner and rise to the left are

heat curves, and represent the increase of temperature

corresponding to different pressures and volumes, as-

suming in one case that the temperature of the air before

admission to the compressor is zero, in another sixty de-

grees, and in another one hundred degrees.

Beginning with the adiabatic curve, we find that for

one volume of air, when compressed without cooling, the

curve intersects the first horizontal line at a point be-

tween 0.6 and 0.7 volume, the gauge pressure being 14.7

pounds. If we assume that this air was admitted to the

compressor at a temperature of zero, it will reach about

100 when the gauge pressure is 14.7 pounds. If the air

had been admitted to the compressor at 60, it would

register about 176 at 14.7 pounds gauge pressure. If

the air were 100 before compression, it would go up to

about 230 at this pressure. Following this adiabatic

curve until it intersects line No. 5, representing a pres-
sure of five atmospheres above a vacuum (58.8 pounds
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gauge pressure), we see that the total increase of tem-

perature on the zero heat curve is about 270; for the

60 curve it is about 370, and for the 100 curve it is

435. The diagram shows that when a volume of air is

compressed adiabatically to 21 atmospheres (294 pounds

gauge pressure), it will occupy a volume a little more

than one-tenth; the total increase of temperature with

an initial temperature of zero, is about 650; with 60

initial temperature it is 800 and with 100 initial it is

900. It will be observed that the zero heat curve is

flatter than the others, indicating that when free air is

admitted to a compressor cold, the relative increase of

temperature is less than when the air is hot. This points

to the importance of low initial temperature. It is plain

that a high initial temperature means a higher tempera-
ture throughout the stroke of a compressor. The dia-

gram gives the loss of temperature during compression
from initial temperatures of 0, 60, 100. If we compare
the compression line from zero with the compression
line from 100, we observe that in compressing the air

from, say 1 atmosphere to 10 atmospheres, the original

difference, which .at the start was only 100, has now
been about doubled; that is, it has reached 200, and in

carrying the compression to 20 atmospheres, the differ-

ence now becomes about 250. Each horizontal division

represented by the figures at the bottom is equal to 100,
and the space between any two adjacent horizontal lines

may be sub-divided into 100 equal parts representing 1

each.

Where there is a system of cooling the air during

compression, the lines on the indicator cards can be

traced between the adiabatic and isothermal curves on

the diagram.
For all practical purposes in using this diagram, it is

best to follow the adiabatic curve in all determinations,

except where the exact pressure line is known. This

diagram will be found convenient to those who are called

upon to figure the pressure at different points in the
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stroke of an air compressor, and it points out the com-
mon error of neglecting to take into consideration in one's

figures the fact that, at the beginning of the stroke, one

atmosphere in volume already exists. Beginning at the

lower left hand corner, the adiabatic pressure curve

intersects the first horizontal line at that point in the

stroke when the pressure on the gauge will register 14.7

pounds.
The next horizontal line shows where the gauge reaches

29.4 pounds, and it is evident here that the piston of an

air compressor travels much farther in reaching 14.7

pounds than in doubling that pressure or in reaching
29.4 pounds; thus an air compressor is an engine of un-

evenly distributed resistance. During the early stages
of the stroke it has a slowly accumulating load to carry,
while later on this load is multiplied very rapidly. This

is one of the reasons for heavy flywheels in air com-

pressors.
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Compressed Air*

EFFECT OF COMPOUNDING, COOUNG, INTER-COOKING,

AFTER-COOKING AND REHEATING.

(From Compressed Air Magazine.)

Builders of air compressors and those who use com-

pressed air will agree that the problem of heating or

cooling air is a difficult one. Hot air in the cylinder of

an air compressor means a reduction in the efficiency of

the machine. The trouble is, that there is not sufficient

time during the stroke to cool thoroughly by any avail-

able means. Water-jacketing is the generally accepted

practice, but it does not by any means effect through

cooling. The air in the cylinder is so large in volume
that but a fraction of its surface is brought in contact

with the jacketed parts. Air is a bad conductor of heat

and takes time to change its temperature. The piston
while pushing the air towards the head rapidly drives it

away from the jacketed surfaces; so that little or no

cooling takes place. This is especially true of large

cylinders where the economy effected by water-jackets
is considerably less than in small cylinders. Engineers
who are shown indicator cards from large air compres-
sors with pressure lines running away from the adiabatic,

naturally regard them with suspicion and look for leaks

past the piston or through the valves. Such leaks will

explain many isothermal cards, and until something
better than a water-jacket is devised, it is well to seek

economy in air compression through compounding.
The great advantage of compounding is in the fact

that the inter-cooler, which should always be used with

compound machines, effects a larger saving by cooling
and thereby causing the air to shrink in volume between
the stages. A properly designed inter-cooler should

reduce the temperature of the air back to the orginal
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point, that is, to the temperature of the intake air. It

can even do more than this, especially in winter, when
the water used in the inter-color is of low temperature.
A simple coil of pipe submerged in water is not an

effective inter-cooler, because the air passes through tbe

coil too rapidly to be cooled to the core, and such inter-

coolers do not sufficiently split up the air to enable it to

be cooled rapidly. This splitting up of air is an import-
ant point. A nest of tubes carrying water and arranged
so that the air is forced between and around the tubes is

an efficient form of inter-cooler.

Receiver inter-coolers are more efficient than those of

the common type because the air is given more time to

pass through the cooling stages and because of the free-

dom from wire drawing which may take place in inter-

coolers of small volumetric capacity.
After-coolers are in some installations as important as

inter-coolers. An after-cooler serves to reduce the tem-

perature of the air after the final compression. In doing
this it serves as a drier, reducing the temperature of air

to the dew point, thus abstracting moisture before the air

is started on its journey. In cold weather with air pipes

laid over the ground an after-cooler may prevent accu-

mulation of frost in the interior walls of the pipes, for

where the hot compressed air is allowed to cool gradually
the walls of the pipe in cold weather act like a surface

condenser and moisture may be deposited on the inside,

for the same reason that we have frost on the inner side

of a window pane. Another advantage of the after-

cooler is that it keeps the temperature of the line pipe

uniform, otherwise this pipe will be hottest near the com-

pressor, gradually cooling down and being thus subject

to irregularities of expansion and contraction.

The following table will serve to illustrate the large

saving that it is possible to effect by compounding.
This table gives the percentage of work lost by the heat

of compression, taking isothermal compression, or com-

pression without heat, as a base.
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observed to advantage among engineers is to specify that

the manufacturers should supply a compressor with

coolers provided with one square foot of tube cooling
surface for every ten cubic feet of free air furnished by
the compressor when running at its normal speed.

Referring again to the table, we learn that when air is

compressed to 100 pounds pressure per square inch in a

single stage compressor without cooling, the heat loss

may be thirty-eight (38) per cent. This condition, of

course, does not exist in practice, except perhaps, at

exceedingly high speeds, as there will be some absorp-
tion of heat by the exposed parts of the machine. It is

safe, however, to say that in large air compressors that

compress in a single stage up to 100 pounds gauge
pressure, the heat loss reaches thirty (30) per cent. This,

as shown by the table, may be cut down more than one-

half by compressing in two-stages, and with three-stages
this loss is brought down to eight (8) per cent, theo-

retically, and perhaps to three or five (3 or 5) per cent,

in practice. As higher pressures are used, the gain by

compounding is greater.

Efficiency of Air Compressors at

Different Altitudes*

The altitude, where the compressor is to operate, is an

important factor because it affects its capacity to a

greater or lesser extent, according to the elevation. As

the density of the atmosphere decreases with the altitude,

a compressor located at a high altitude takes in less

weight of air at each revolution, that is to say, the air

being taken in at a lower pressure, the early part of each

stroke is occupied in compressing the air up to the

normal pressure of 14.7 pounds, and the capacity of the

air cylinder is correspondingly diminished. The power
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required to drive the same compressor is also less than

at sea level, but the decrease in power required is not in

as great a ratio as the reduction in capacity. Therefore,

compressors to be used at high altitudes should have the

steam and air cylinders properly proportioned to meet

the varying conditions at different places.

The following table shows the efficiency and loss in

capacity of compressors working at different altitudes,

also the approximate decrease in power required as com-

pared with the same compressor working at sea level,

and delivering air at 70 pounds pressure per square inch.

TABLE OF EFFICIENCIES AT DIFFERENT

ALTITUDES.

THE EFFICIENCY AT SEA LEVEL BEING 100 PER CENT.

OJ
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Horse-power Required to Compress JOO Cubic Feet Free Air,

from Atmospheric to Various Pressures.

Gauge
Pressure,

Pounds.
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Allowances should be made for losses of various kinds,

the principal loss being due to clearance spaces, but in

machines of poor design and construction other consider-

able losses occur through imperfect cooling, leakages past

the piston and through the discharge valves, insufficient

area and improper working of inlet valves, etc. We
have seen compressors where the total loss was fully 25

to 30 per cent., whereas, 3 to 10 per cent, should be the

maximum according to the size in compressors of

proper design and construction.

"Weights of Air, Vapor of Water, and Saturated Mixtures

of Air and Vapor at Different Temperatures, under the

Ordinary Atmospheric Pressure of 29.92 inches of Mercury.

.0776

.0761

.0747

.0707

MIXTURES OF AIR SATURATED WITH VAPOR

.044

.074

.118

.181

.267

.388

.556

.785

1.092
1.501
2.036
2.731
3.621
4.753
6.165
7.930
10.099
12.758
15.960

24.450

29.877
29.849

29.740
29.654
29.533
29.365
29.136

28.420
27.885
27.190
26.300
25.169
23.756
21.991
19.822
17.163
13.961
10.093
5.471
0.000

Weight of Cubic Foot
of the Mixture of
Air and Vapor.

.0659

.0631

.000202

.000304

.086379

.084130

.080504

.077227

.075581

.073921

.072267

.070717

.067046

.065042

.063039

.060873

.058416

.055715

.049336

.045642

.041445

.00092

.00155

.00245

.00379

.00561

.00819

.01179

.01680

.02361

.03289

.04547

.06253

.08584

.11771

.16170

.22465

.31713

.46338

.71300
1.22643
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FLOW OF AIR THROUGH PIPES.*

The following new and original tables are based upon

D'Arcy's formula adapted to the flow of elastic fluids,

namely :

Discharge in cubic ) = ^
feet per minute

J
r / X W-L

As it is most convenient in the case of compressed air

installations to deal with its equivalent volume of free

air, i. e., air at atmospheric pressure, these tables have

been specially calculated with this end in view.

Table L Gives the theoretical volume of equivalent
free air in cubic feet that will flow per minute

at various pressures through straight pipes of

various diameters, each 100 feet long, no re-

duction of the final pressure being allowed

for.

The formula by which it is calculated is :

Theoretical discharge ) c V d* /i

of free air \~ 10 ^
Table II. Is a table of multipliers to be used in connec-

tion with FI, as found by Table I., by
which may be obtained the theoretical dis-

charge of equivalent free air from pipes of

various lengths up to 60,000 feet. It is

calculated from

Multiplier for

length of pipe

*Copyright 1899, by the Ingersoll-Sergeant Drill Co., New York,
and is reprinted, by permission, from their catalogue of air

compressors.
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Table HI. Is a table of Multipliers to be used in con-

nection with Ft and M\ as found by Tables I.

and II. , to obtain the real volume of discharge
of equivalent free air, for reductions of the

terminal pressure varying from 1 to 50 pounds.
It is calculated from

Multiplier for ) f%

real discharge
j f^

The notation used in above formulas is

d actual diameter of pipe in inches.

/^length of pipe in feet.

c=o. co-efficient, (D'Arcy's) varying with the diameter

of the pipe.

z/ 1=density of the air at initial gauge pressure.

p and p 2~imtial and terminal gauge pressures.

/! and/2=factors to reduce compressed air at initial

and terminal pressures p t and.p 2 to their corresponding
volumes of free air.

Tables are also added showing the increase in the

length of pipe to be allowed for on account of the fric-

tion caused by globe valves, elbows and tees.

Several examples are worked out to show the method
of using the tables for the solution of problems likely

to be met with by the Engineer.
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The formulas by which these tables have been calcu-

lated show that the following factors enter into their

composition :

The diameter of the pipe ........ =d.

The length of the pipe .......... =/.

The initial and final pressures, [
, ,

or the reduction of pressure i

l 2

The equivalent free air dis-

charged . . . . ................ F.

It being often required to find any one of these factors

when the others are known, the following examples are

given to show the method of procedure in each case.

The simple statement of the formula, adapted to the

tables becomes

Free ai

and by this all problems involving any of the above fac-

tors may be solved, as shown in the examples.

EXAMPLE 1. To find the volume of free air dis-

charged.

BXAMPI^E 2. To find the reduction of pressure.
' '

3. To find a suitable diameter of pipe.
"

4. To find the length of pipe which

may be used.

Example I Given a 3-inch pipe, 10,000 feet long,

initial pressure 1,100 Ibs., terminal pressure 1,050 Ibs.;

to find the volume of equivalent free air discharged.

By Table I. Under 3" pipe and opposite 1,100

Ibs. we find 7^=2,906.

By Table II. For 10,000 feet of pipe, Af ~Q.l.
" " III. Under 50 Ibs. reduction and

opposite 1,100 Ibs., J/r=6.75.

Then as shown

^=^tX^iX^r = 2,906x0.1X6.75 = l,961 cubic feet

free air.
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Example 2. Given a 4-inch pipe, 600 feet long, initial

pressure 60 Ibs., required to discharge 1,200 cubic feet

free air. What will be the reduction of pressure and the

terminal pressure ?

By Table I. Under 4" pipe and opposite 60 Ibs. ,

we find 7^=1,535.

By Table II. For 600 feet, ^=0.408.
Given F=1,2QO.

By transposing the formula

F 1,200
Mr = = = 1.9.

ft X MI 1,535X0.408

Now by Table III., opposite 60 Ibs. pressure, and

under 4 Ibs. reduction, we find MT 1.8Q, so that the

terminal pressure will be slightly less than 604=56
pounds.

Example 3. It is required to discharge 1000 cubic feet

of free air from a pipe 2,500 feet long. The initial pres-

sure is 100 Ibs. and the terminal pressure must not be

less than 90 Ibs. What diameter of pipe should be

used?

Here we have given /^=1000.

By Table II ^=0.200 for 2,500 feet.
" " III Mr= 2.88 for p = 100 Ibs.,

and A=90 Ibs.

By transposing the formula we get

F 1,000
Ft= = = 1,736.Ml ^Mr 0.200X2.88

By Table I. looking along the line of 100 Ibs. pressure
we see that the value of Ft for a 3}^-inch pipe is 1,370,

and for a 4-inch pipe 1,904, so that this latter size of

pipe would have to be used.

Example 4, It is required to transmit 4,000 cubic feet

of free air through a 6-inch pipe, the initial pressure

being 200 Ibs. How far can it be carried with a reduc-

tion of pressure of 10 Ibs. ?
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Here we have given 7^=4,000.

By Table I .Ft=7,489 for 200 Ibs. pressure
and 6" pipe.

By Table III Mr=3M for 200 Ibs. pressure
and 10 Ibs. reduction .

Then by transposing the formula :

F 4,000
MI- = =0. 177 .

FtxMr 7,489x3.01

Now by Table II. we see that this is an intermediate

value of Mi between 3000 and 3500 feet, so that the dis-

tance sought is approximately 3250 feet.

GLOBE VALVES, TEES AND ELBOWS.

The reduction of pressure produced by globe valves is

the same as that caused by the following additional

lengths of straight pipe, as calculated by the formula :

114X diameter of pipe
Additional length of pipe=

l-f(3.6-f-diameter)

Diameter of pipe. )
1 lj 2 2j- 3 3j 4 5 6 inches.

Addition'l length, j 2 4 7 10 13 16 20 28 36 feet.

7 8 10 12 15 18 20 22 24 ins.

44 53 70 88 115 143 162 181 200 ft.

The reduction of pressure produced by elbows and

tees is equal to f of that caused by globe valves.

These additional lengths of pipe for globe valves,

elbows and tees must be added in each case to the actual

lengths of straight pipe. Thus, a 6-inch pipe, 500 feet

long, with one globe valve, 2 elbows and three tees,

would be equivalent to a straight pipe 500+36-f(2x24)

+(3X24)=656 feet long, and 'this is the length which

must be used in the tables as the value of MI.
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GENERAL EXAMPLE*

How much free air will a 6-inch pipe, 8,000 feet long,

discharge under the following conditions, namely :

Initial pressure 150 Ibs., terminal pressure 135 Ibs., with

2 globe valves, 3 elbows and 1 tee ?

The equivalent length of straight pipe must first be

found as follows :

8,000-f(2X36)+(3x24)+24=8, 168 feet.

Now we have

By Table I., / t̂=6,558 for 6 inch pipe and 150 Ibs.

pressure.

By Table II., ^/i=0.112 for 8000 feet, making by

interpolation say 0.110 for 8,168 feet.

By Table III., Mr=3A2 forlSO Ibs. pressure and

14 Ibs. reduction, and 3.61 for 150 Ibs. pressure
and 16 Ibs. reduction, so that by interpolationMr would be 3.51 for 15 Ibs. reduction of pres-

sure.

Then by the formula :

Free air discharged=F=FtxMiXMT.

^6,558X0.11X3.51.

=2,532 cubic feet equivalent
free air per minute.

FORMULA FOR FLOW OF AIR ESf PIPES.

Mr. Richards, in Am. Mack., Dec. 27, 1894, published
a new formula, viz. :

V*L
=

10,000^
B

' L JS*

10,000/!>

in which V= actual volume of compressed air delivered,

in cubic feet per minute (not the volume of free air, as
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in the other formula), Z,=length of pipe in feet, d in-

ternal diameter of pipe in inches, p head or additional

pressure in pounds per square inch required to maintain

the flow, and a is a coefficient varying with the diameter

of the pipe. Its value for different nominal diameters of

wrought-iron pipe is given by Mr. Richards as follows :

Diam.
,



GAS.

a^
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FLOW OF GAS IN PIPES.

If d = diameter of pipe in inches
; Q = quantity of gas

delivered in cu. ft. per hour ;
/ = length of pipe in yards ;

h = pressure in inches of water column
;

s ~ specific

gravity of the gas, air being one
;
then

Q = 1000

Q=l3Wd*A/?^,
r Si

(Molesworth).

(King's Treatise on Coal Gas.)

Q'=1290 y- >(J - P< Gm
>
Am - Gas-lightJour., 1894).

Mr. Gill's formula is said to be based on experimental

data, and to make allowance for obstructions by tar, etc.,

that tend to check the flow of gas through the pipe.

An experiment made by Mr. Klegg, in London, on a

4 inch pipe, 6 miles long, gave a discharge that cor-

responds very closely with that computed by the use of

Molesworth's formula.

Maximum Supply of Gas through Pipes in cu. ft. per Hour,

Specific Gravity being 0.45. Formula Q= tOOO|/ d *h + si.

(MOLESWORTH.)

LENGTH OF PIPE = 10 YARDS.

Diameter

of

Pipe

in

Inches.
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Maximum Supply of Gas through Pipes, etc. (CONTINUED.)

LENGTH OF PIPE _= 100 YARDS.

Pressure by the Water-gauge in Inches.

735 1039 1270 1470
1080
1508 2133 2613 301^

0.5

19
51
105
184
290
596
1042
1643
2416
3373

129
225
356
730
1276
2012
2958
4131.

1.0

26
73
149
260
411
843
1473

3416 3820 4184
4770 5333 5842

581
1193

42
115
236
412
649

LENGTH OF PIPE = 1000 YARDS.

Diameter

of

Pipe

in

Inches.
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Example. Find the weight of a gas-holder 80 feet in

diameter, the maximum pressure being 3.2 inches water

column, or 32/10ths.

In preceding table, opposite 80 in column of diameters

read 2618, the weight for l/10th inch pressure. There-

fore the weight required = 2618 X 32 = 83,776 Ibs.
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IRON AND STEEL.

Wrought Iron is the product of the puddling process.
It is made in a reverberatory furnace by melting pig
iron on a hearth of iron oxide, over which passes a

reducing flame which causes the carbon to unite with
the oxide during the mixing which the puddler gives it,

and further causes a large portion of the impurities to

enter the surrounding slag. As the impurities carbon,

manganese, phosphorus, sulphur, silicon leave the

molten iron, the melting point rises so that the iron

becomes first viscous, then pasty. When it has been
worked into a ball the puddler carries it, still at a

welding heat, to the hammer or squeezer where the

greater part of the slag which permeated it is expelled
from the mass. The roughly shapen slab is then rolled

into muck bar, which, when piled, rolled and re-rolled

becomes the wrought iron of commerce.

Steel is the malleable product of either the cementation

process, the crucible, the converter or the open hearth

furnace.

Cementation is the earliest process that we know of for

making steel, and was founded upon the fact that

wrought iron if packed in charcoal and heated to a high

temperature, while excluded from air, absorbs carbon.

The process consisted in packing bars of wrought iron,

of about ^ inch thickness, in charcoal, and then sealing

up the vessel and keeping it at a yellow heat until the

carbon had penetrated to the centres of the bars and

converted them into steel. The carbon penetrates the

bar at the rate of about } inch in 24 hours, and while

the point of saturation of iron by carbon is about 1.50%,

yet the average content of carbon by this process in the

finished bars, is about 1% or lower.

The use of steel made by this process was always
limited because of the fact that it contained the old

seams and slag [marks which everywhere crossed and
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recrossed the iron, causing great trouble in the manu-
facture of cutting tools. But by melting this steel

(called also blister steel, because its surface was covered

with blisters) in a covered crucible, the seams and fibres

of slag all disappeared, and a homogeneous ingot was the

result. But this was a long way to a steel ingot, and the

pursuit of cheapness gave rise to the direct method of

melting iron in a crucible, made for the purpose, together
with the requisite carbon and other ingredients necessary
for imparting hardness, toughness, etc. The molten iron

absorbs the carbon very quickly and gives a product
which approaches closely the merit of that produced by
the older method.

Up to the middle of the nineteenth century these two

processes were the principal ones, yet they were too

expensive for a product of general use, except for tools.

About 1856, Sir Henry Bessemer completed his experi-
ments and gave to the world his famous process. In this

process the pig iron is melted and poured into a bottle

shaped vessel. Air is then blown into it from the bottom,

burning out, first the silicon, then the manganese and

carbon, (the first two elements entering the slag, the last

one going out of the mouth of the converter as gas) but

not reducing either the phosphorus or sulphur. When
the carbon is burned out a fact recognized by the color

of the flame the vessel contains practically pure wrought
iron, which becomes steel on the addition of sufficient

carbon and manganese to give the requisite hardness and

toughness to the cast.

When the iron is melted in a Converter which has a

silicon lining the process is called the Acid Bessemer,
and the principal fuel to keep the bath liquid is silicon.

If the iron is high in phosphorus and melted in a vessel

lined with dolomite or magnesite the process is called the

Basic Bessemer and phosphorus is the principal element
of fuel.

Following the introduction of Sir Henry Bessemer's

process, William Siemans invented the regenerative
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furnace, a furnace in which the heat of the waste gases

passes through chambers checkered off with fire brick,

which so obstruct the passage of the gases to the chimney
as to make them give up their heat. The air and fuel gas

entering the furnace is then passed through this hot

checker work and highly heated, thus returning to the

furnace a large part of the heat carried out before by the

gases passing to the stack. In a furnace of similar con-

struction Open Hearth Steel is made. Pig iron, steel

scrap, wrought iron, and iron ore charged together, or

separately, (all, one or any two of them) are rendered steet

by burning out their impurities with an oxidizing flame.

If the metal is melted on a hearth lined with sand, the

carbon, manganese and silicon are burned out and the

sulphur and phosphorus remain as before. This is the

Acid Open Hearth Process. But if, on the other hand,
the bottom is made of dolomite or magnesite, and lime

is added to hold the phosphorus in the slag formed (as in

the case of Basic Bessemer) the phosphorus, silicon, car-

bon and manganese are burned out, and sulphur remains

as before. This is the Basic Open Hearth process.

We have, then, steel made by the following processes:

1st. Cementation.

2d. Crucible.

3rd. Bessemer,
] j> f

Converter.

4th. Open Hearth, j R^: [
Furnace.

Standard Specifications for Special Open-Hearth Plate and

Rivet Steel, as adopted by the Association of

American Steel Manufacturers.

Testing and Inspection (1). All tests and inspections

shall be made at place of manufacture prior to shipment.

Test Pieces (2). The tensile strength, limit of elasticity

and ductility, shall be determined from a standard test
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piece cut from the finished material. The standard

shape of the test piece for sheared plates shall be as

shown by the following sketch :

Piece to be of same thickness as the plate.

On tests cut from other material the test piece may be

either the same as for plates, or it may be planed or

turned parallel throughout its entire length. The elon-

gation shall be measured on an original length of 8 inches,

except when the thickness of the finished material is

5-16 inch or less, in which case the elongation shall be

measured in a length equal to sixteen times the thickness;

and except in rounds of % inch or less in diameter, in

which case the elongation shall be measured in a length

equal to eight times the diameter of section tested.

Four test pieces shall be taken from each melt^>f finished

material
;
two for tension and two for bending.

Annealed Test Pieces (3). Material which is to be used

without annealing or further treatment is to be tested in

the condition in which it conies from the rolls. When
material is to be annealed or otherwise treated before use,

the specimen representing such material is to be similarly

treated before testing.

Marking (4). Every finished piece of steel shall be

stamped with the melt number. Rivet steel may be

shipped in bundles securely wired together, with the

melt number on a metal tag attached.

Finish (5). All plates shall be free from surface de-

fects and have a workmanlike finish.
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Chemical Properties (6).

Extra soft and [Maximum Phosphorous, .04 %
Fire Box Steel.

J

"
Sulphur. .04 %

Flange or boiler )
"

Phosphorous, .06 %
Steel. J

"
Sulphur, .04 %

Boiler Rivet )
"

Phosphorous, .04 %
Steel. f

"
Sulphur, .04 %

Physical Properties (7). Steel shall be of four grades
EXTRA SOFT, FIRE Box, FLANGE or BOILER, and BOILER
RIVET STEEI*.

Extra Soft Steel (8). Ultimate strength, 45,000 to 55,000

pounds per square inch.

Elastic limit, not less than one-half the ultimate

strength. Elongation, 28 per cent.

Cold and Quench bends, 180 degrees flat on itself,

without fracture on outside of bent portion.

Fire Box Steel (9). Ultimate strength, 52,000 to 62,000

pounds per square inch.

Elastic limit, not less than one-half the ultimate

strength. Elongation 26 per cent.

Cold and Quench bends, 180 degrees, flat on itself,

without fracture on outside of bent portion.

Flange or Boiler Steel (10). Ultimate strength, 52,000 to

62,000 pounds per square inch.

Elastic fimit, not less than one-half the ultimate

strength. Elongation, 25 per cent.

Cold and Quench bends, 180 degrees flat on itself,

without fracture on outside of bent portion.

Boiler Rivet Steel (11). Steel for boiler rivets shall be

made of the extra soft quality specified in paragraph
No. 8.

Variation When Ordered to Gauge (12). For all plates

ordered to gauge, there will be permitted an average

excess of weight over that corresponding to the dimen-

sions on the order equal in amount to that specified in

the following table, provided no plate shall be rejected

for light gauge measuring .01" or less, below the ordered

thickness.
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Table of Allowances for Overweight for Rectangular
Plates J/4 Inch Thick and Heavier.

NOTE. The weight of 1 cubic inch of rolled steel is

taken at 0.2833 pounds.

THICKNESS OF
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TENACITY OF METALS AT VARIOUS

TEMPERATURES.

Tensile Strength of Iron and Steel at High Temperattires.

James E. Howard's tests (Iron Age, April 10, 1890), shows
that the tensile strength of steel diminishes as the tem-

perature increases from until a minimum is reached
between 200 and 300F., the total decrease being about

4,000 Ibs. per square inch in the softer steels and from

6,000. to 8,000 Ibs. in steels of over 80,000 Ibs. tensile

strength. From this minimum point the strength in-

creases up to a temperature of 400 to 650F. , the maxi-
mum being reached earlier in the harder steels, the in-

crease amounting to from 10,000 to 20,000 Ibs. per square
inch above the minimum strength at from 200 to 300.
From thismaximum, the strength of all the steels decreases

steadily at a rate approximating 10,000 Ibs. decrease per
100 increase of temperature. A strength of 20,000 Ibs.

per square inch is still shown by 0.10 C. steel at about
1000 F., and by 0.60 to 1.00 C. steel at about 1600 F.

The strength of wrought iron increases with tempera-
ture from up to a maximum at from 400 to 600 F., the
increase being from 8,000 to 10,000 Ibs. per square inch,
and then decreases steadily till a strength of only 6,000
Ibs. per square inch is shown at 1,500F.

Cast iron appears to maintain its strength, with a ten-

dency to increase, until 900 is reached, beyond which

temperature the strength gradually diminishes. Under
the highest temperatures, 1,500 to 1,600 F., numerous
cracks on the cylindrical surface of the specimen were

developed prior to rupture. It is remarkable that cast

iron, so much inferior in strength to the steels at atmos-

pheric temperature, under the highest temperatures has

nearly the same strength the high-temper steels then have.

Strength of Iron and Steel Boiler-plate at High Tempera-
tures. (Chas. Huston, Jour. K I. , 1877.)

AVERAGE OF THREE TESTS OF EACH.

Temperature F
Charcoal iron plate, tensile strength, Ibs. .

" " " contr. of area %
Soft open-hearth steel, tensile strength, Ibs.

"
cpntr. %

" Crucible steel, tensile strength, Ibs...
" " " contr. %

55,366
26

54,600
47

64,000

925

65,343
21

64,350
33

21
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Strength of Wrought Iron and Steel at High Temperatures.

(Jour. F. /., cxii., 1881, p. 241.) Kollmann's experi-
ments at Oberhausen included tests of the tensile strength
of iron and steel at temperatures ranging between 70 and

2000 F. Three kinds of metal were tested, viz., fibrous

iron having an ultimate tensile strength of 52,464 Ibs.,

an elastic strength of 38,280 Ibs., and an elongation of

17.5$; fine-grained iron having for the same elements

values of 56,892 Ibs., 39,113 Ibs., and 20$; and Bessemer

steel having values of 84,826 Ibs., 55,029 Ibs., and 14.5*.

The mean ultimate tensile strength of each material ex-

pressed in per cent, of that at ordinary atmospheric tem-

perature is given in the following table, the fifth column

of which exhibits, for purposes of comparison, the results

of experiments carried on by a committee of the Frank-

lin Institute in the years 1832-36.

Temperature
Degrees F.
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MECHANICS OF MATERIALS RELATING TO

TUBULAR CONSTRUCTION.

STRENGTH OF MATERIALS.

A tensile stress is produced in the walls of a cylindrical
vessel, such as a pipe, tank, boiler, etc. when it contains

a fluid such as water, steam or air, under pressure.

The ultimate or breaking strength of a material is reached
when the tensile stress equals its cohesive force, in which
case the material is on the point of being ruptured.

The working strength of a material is that fraction, or

portion, of the ultimate or breaking strength that experi-
ence has shown it is best to use in practice, in order to

guard against failure due to unforeseen causes, such as

defects and the possible action of unknown forces .

The unit working strength of a material is the working
strength of one square inch of cross section of that ma-
terial.

The factor of safety is the factor or number by which
the ultimate strength is divided in order to obtain the

working strength. The proper factor to use in any given
case would depend upon the characteristics of the ma-
terial and the nature of the forces, whether quiescent or

impulsive.
In tubular construction, reasonably free from vibration

and shock, a factor of safety of from 5 to 6 should be

ordinarily used for wrought iron and steel, and from 8 to

10 for cast iron. Where there is uncertainty as to the

magnitude and nature of the forces acting, or where there
is much vibration or shock, such as water hammer in

steam pipes or the sudden stoppage of flow in a water

pipe, these factors should be increased to from one and
one-half to three or more times the values given, depend-
ing upon the severity of the vibration or shock.

It is best, when possible, to compute the straining ac~

tions of shocks, as for example the increase in fluid pres-
sure in a long water pipe when the flow is more or less

quickly checked, in which case they should be added to
the normal straining action. Having provided for these
abnormal forces, the ordinary factors of safety should
then be used .

Stress and Strain. Should the fluid pressure in a cylin-
drical vessel be gradually increased from zero, it will be
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observed that the walls of the vessel will stretch, thus in-

creasing its volume. The stretch of the material consti-

tuting the walls is termed the strain due to the force

tending to tear the material asunder.

The molecular actions within the material which oppose
the external forces, and which resist deformation, are
termed stresses.

An elastic material when deformed by a straining action
recovers its original form when the straining action is

removed; as, for example, spring steel, ivory, etc.

A plastic material when deformed does not recover its

original form when the straining action is removed; as,

for example, lead, putty, etc.

Elastic limit. Materials such as wrought iron and low
carbon steel are elastic under some conditions and plastic
under others. At ordinary atmospheric temperatures,
these materials may be strained up to a point, termed the
elastic limit, without suffering any permanent deforma-
tion when the straining action is removed.

Should, however, the elastic limit be exceeded, the ma-
terial will but partially recover its original form when the

straining action is removed, in which case it is said to

have received a permanent deformation or set.

Up to the elastic limit the strain is proportional to the

stress, that is, strain -f- stress = a constant. Beyond
the elastic limit this constant becomes ordinarily an in-

creasing varible.

The modulus of elasticity of a material is obtained by
dividing the unit stress by the strain, for unit length.

Shearing strength of a material When a cylindrical ves-

sel, made up from plates, connected together in the usual

manner by riveted joints, is subjected to a fluid pressure,
the adjoining plates will tend to separate by sliding one

upon the other, thus subjecting the material of the rivets

to a shearing action. The ability of a rivet to resist this

action is known as its shearing strength, and the stress

created by snch action is called the shearing stress .

Unit shearing strength of a material is the shearing

strength of one square inch of cross -section of that ma-
terial .
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Bending Moments and Deflections of Beams under Various 1

Systems of Loading.
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DEFLECTION AND STRENGTH OF PIPES TO
RESIST BENDING ACTION.

The bending moment of a force is

obtained by multiplying the force,

P, in pounds, by the lever arm, /,

in inches, with which it acts. Thus
in the case of a trolley pole the

bending moment at the ground,
G, is

M=P 1, and at G l is M 1 =P1 1 .

The deflection of a pipe or tube

when loaded transversely, that is,

so as to subject it to a bending
moment, is the deformation in inches produced by the

given loading, and is due, of course, to the elasticity of

the materials constituting it. In case of a trolley pole
the greatest deformation will be at the extreme top of

the pole.

For a horizontal pipe supported at equidistant points
the greatest deflection will be midway between supports.

The moment of inertia of a section is the sum of the

products of each elementary area of the section by the

square of its distance from an assumed axis of rotation.

It is a necessary factor in formulae for the determination

of deflection of structures considered as beams.

The moment of resistance of cross-section of a beam is

the moment that resists a bending action at that cross-

section.

The section modulus is the factor that when multiplied

by the unit working strength of the material will give the

moment of resistance of cross-section of a structure con-

sidered as a beam.
In every case when a beam, as for example a trolley

pole or a horizontal pipe supported at points, is subjected
to a bending action the following condition must exist at

every cross-section, namely: Bending moment motnent
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of resistance of cross-section=unit working strength of
material X section modulus.

Example J. A 4 inch

steel pipe has one end

firmly fixed in a wall so

as to project horizontally
a distance of 8 feet. Find
the greatest safe load it

will carry at the free

end, also the deflection

with this load.

Solution : From the table of Standard Steam and Gas

Pipe, we see that the outside and inside diameters are

d=4.500 and d t
= 4.026 inch. Assuming an ultimate

strength of material = 60,000 Ibs. per sq. inch, and a

factor of safety of 6, we get as a working unit strength

60,000^-6=10,000 Ibs. From the table of Section Moduli
we get

Section modulus=0.098
)

which multiplied by the unit working strength gives

Moment of resistance^

/ d i
4

\V r>
rking strengt

/ d i
4

e=980 I d 3 ---
V d

d 8
=(4.5)

3 =91.125 (see table of cubes).

d x
*

(4.026)
4

log. =log. -- =4 log. 4.026 log. 4.5=4X0.6049
d 4.5

0.6532 = 1.7664, or = 58.4, the number whose
d

log. is 1.7664

Then moment of resistance=980 (91.1 58.4)=32,046 inch

Ibs.
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The bending moment at support = WL = W8X12 =
96 W inch Ibs. Since the bending moment equals the

moment of resistance, then

96 W=32,046, or

W=333 Ibs., the required load.

For this style of loading (see table) the

Wl 3

Deflection =- ,

In which W=333, the safe load as computed;

I/=96, the length of beam in inches;

E=26,000,000. the modulus of elasticity;

I = 0.049 (d
4 d t *)

= 0.049
[ (4.5

4
(4.026)

4

]
=

7.21, the moment of inerta of cross-section.

Substituting these values in above formula we get

333 X (96) 3

Deflection =
3 x 26>0OQ,000 X 7.21

= 53 inch '

Example 2 A 10

inch standard lap
welded steel pipe,

carrying water, is

suspended from the

top of a tunnel, as

shown in the figure, the points of support being spaced
at a distance of 20 feet apart.

Find the deflection, D, due to the weight of the pipe
and its contained water, on the supposition that the pipe
bears equally on all of its supports.

Solution: From the table of Standard Steel Welded Pipe
we get weight of pipe per ft. 40.06 Ibs., and weight of

contained water per ft. =34. 13 Ibs., making a gross weight

per foot of 74.2 Ibs., or for 20 feet a total weight of ap-

proximately 1500 pounds.
Since the pipe is assumed to run continuously from one

support to another, the deflection will be greatest midway
between supports, and will be the same as that for a beam

B
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fixed at both ends and uniformly loaded. For this style

of loading (see page 212) the

Wl 3

Deflection
,

384 El

In which W=1500 pounds; . *

1^=20x12=240 inches;

E= 26, 000,000, the modulus of elasticity;

I = 0.049 (d
4 d x

4
)
= 0.049

[(10.75)
4

(10.02)
4

]

= 160, the moment of inertia of cross-section.

Substituting these values in above formula we get

1500 X (240)
3

Deflection =
384 x 26,000,000 X 160

=0 '014 inch "

In practice, where the usual rigid joints are used, it is

often the case that a pipe does not bear equally upon all

the hangers, and in cases of careless erecting or of shifting

of hangers, the pipe may not receive any support from

one or more of the hangers.

Should each alternate hanger, in the above example,
become inactive, owing to any cause, the maximum de-

flection then would be that due to an unsupported length
of 40 feet of pipe. An inspection of the formula will show
that the deflection of a beam increases directly as the

weight X (length)*, or, for uniformly loaded beams, since

the weight increases directly as the length, as the

(length)*.

Since in this case the length is doubled, the deflection

will be increased 16 fold (that is 2 4
), or to an amount =

0.014X16=0.22 inch.

In the same manner it can be shown that an unsup-

ported portion of 60 feet in length will deflect or sag
an amount = 0.014 X 3 4 = 1.13 inch.
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Should the pipe be

merely supported at the

ends, and not straight

and continuous from

one support to another,

then the conditions would be those of a simple beam

uniformly loaded and supported at the ends.

By comparing the deflection formulae for the case just

considered and this case, it will appear tliat the deflection

for this case will be-Jive times as great; or, for the three

cases considered above, 0.07, 1.10 and 5.65 inches respec-

tively .

The maximum deflection, or sag, that should be permit-
ted in practice will depend ordinarily upon the effective

thickness of wall of pipe and the unit working strength
of the material composing it .

The effective thickness of pipe in any particular case will

be the thickness remaining after deducting the depth of

screw-thread (for wrought pipe with threaded ends

for coupling or flange connections) plus a reasonable

amount for the deterioration due to corrosion, or other

causes; which amount will depend upon the nature of the

service and the expected life of pipe.

In every practical example the effective thickness of

pipe should be used in applying all formulae relating to

strength of pipe to resist either bending or bursting.

STRESS DUE TO INTERNAL BURSTING
PRESSURE,

Owing to the difference in the nature of the stress

occuring in thin and thick walls of cylinders, pipes, etc.,

when subjected to a fluid pressure, it will be necessary
to divide them into two classes, namely, those having
thin walls and those having thick walls. In the follow-

ing discussion only those having thin walls will be con-

sidered.
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Let d = internal diameter in inches
;

t = thickness of cylinder wall in inches
;

p = internal fluid pressure, Ibs. per sq. inch
;

TT= 3.1416;

ft= unit working strength in tension
;

fc= " " "
compression ;

fs
" " " " shear

;

strength of joint,
e = efficiency of joint, or

strength of plate
'

c = thickness of metal, in inches, allowed for wast-

ing away due to corrosion, or other causes.

STRENGTH OF THIN CYLINDERS TO RESIST

BURSTING,
The force tending to

tear the plate along a

line lying circumfer-

entially around the

cylinder, as, for ex-

ample, along the sec-

tion lying in the plane A B, will equal the fluid pressure

exerted on one end of the cylinder, which equals the

area of a cross-section of cylinder in square inches X in-

ternal pressure per square inch, or

Longitudinal bursting pressure )
*&*

tending to rupture circumferentially f ^
P-

This bursting pressure will be resisted by the tenacity

of the metal whose cross-section lies in the plane A B,

which equals the circumference, or distance around the

cylinder, multiplied by the thickness of the metal. Hence

Resistance to bursting pressure ) = T d t f

tending to rupture circumferentially f

Since the resistance to the bursting pressure must equal

the pressure itself, we have

Trd 2 dp 4 f 1 1

Trd t ft . = p, or t = ; p = .

4 4ft d
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The force tending to

tear the plate along a

k 1-4 line extending longi-

tudinally, as, for ex-

ample, along the sec-

tion lying in the plane C D, will equal the sum of the

normal components of the fluid pressures on the inner

surface of the cylinder, which it can be shown is the

same as the fluid pressure on a surface equal to the

length of the cylinder multiplied by its diameter, or d 1.

We then have

Transverse bursting pressure I = d 1 o
Tending to rupture longitudinally J

This bursting pressure will be resisted by the tenacity

of the metal whose cross-section lies in the plane C D,

which latter equals twice the length of cylinder multi-

plied by the thickness of the metal. Hence

Resistance to bursting pressure ) = 3 1 t f
Tending to rupture longitudinally )

Since the resistance to the bursting pressure must equal

the pressure itself, we have

dp 2 f1 1

2 1 1 ft = d 1 p, or t =
; p = .

2ft d

From a comparison of the above formulae, it will be seen

that the force due to a fluid pressure within a pipe, boiler,

or other cylindrical vessel, that tends to cause rupture

longitudinally is twice that which tends to cause rupture

transversely, that is circumferentially or around the

pipe.

. From the above relations, then, it will appear that a

pipe, or other cylindrical vessel having walls of uniform

thickness, when subjected to a fluid pressure only, will

always tend to rupture longitudinally. The strength at

the joints, resisting rupture transversely, may be reduced

by the cutting of threads or riveting to flanges, or other-

wise, to an amount equal to one-half the strength of the
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metal of pipe in cross-section, without altering the ten-

dency of the pipe to rupture longitudinally.

Example J Find the safe working pressure and also

the bursting pressure of a standard 10-inch lap-welded
steel pipe, having plain ends, or welded heads.

Solution: Assuming that the pipe is not subjected to

shock or vibration,we will assume a unit working strength
of material=10, 000 Ibs., which allows a factor of safety

of 6 on the assumption that the ultimate tensile strength

is 60,000 Ibs. per sq. inch.

Then in the formula for the internal fluid pressure.

Sfftt

ft =10,000 Ibs., the unit' working strength of material;

t = 0.366 inch, the thickness of wall of pipe;

d =10.385, the diameter of pipe.

Substituting these values we get

2 X 10.000 X 0.366

P=--
10385

= 70o Ibs. per sq. in.

The bursting pressure, on the above assumption, would

be six times the working pressure, or

Bursting pressure=705X6=4,230 Ibs. per sq. in.

Example 2. Find the working ^pressure for the pipe

given in example 1, when provision is made for wasting

away of the metal by corrosion, or otherwise, so as to

reduce the thickness of the walls by y& inch.

Then t=0.366 0.125=0.241 inch, the thickness of wall

after corrosion of y& inch has occurred, the other values

remaining the same as before. Substituting in the form-

ula for pressure we get
2 X 10,000 X 0,241

p = -= 465 Ibs. per sq. in.

10.385

In practice it is often necessary to provide, especially

in steam and water pipes, for stresses due to vibration,

shock, temperature changes and various other causes, in

which case the factor of safety of six assumed in the

above examples should be increased to from 8 to 15 for
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wrought pipe, depending upon the severity of these

actions .

Assuming a factor of safety of 12, the safe working

pressure in the above examples would be for Example 1,

350 Ibs. per sq. in., and for example 2, 230 Ibs. per sq.

inch.

Example 3* Find the thickness of a mild steel seamless

cylindrical receiver, 20 inches in diameter, to contain

air at 2,000 Ibs. per sq. in. gauge pressure .

Solution: Assuming a unit working strength of material

of 12,000 Ibs. then in the formula for thickness,

2ft

d 20, the diameter of receiver in inches;

p 2,000, the internal pressure in Ibs. per sq. inch;

ft 12,000, the working strength persq. in. of material;

Substituting these values in the formula we get

20 X 2,000

In tubular construction, having longitudinal riveted

joints intended to resist internal fluid pressure, the form-

ulae for thickness of wall and for safe working pressure
will become

dp 2e f1 1

t=-
; p =- ;

2e ft d

In which d=diameter of vessel in inches;

t=thickness of wall in inches;

p=internal fluid pressure, Ibs. per sq. inch;
ft =:unit working strength of material in tension;

e=efficiency of riveted joint, from 0.6 to 0.8.

To provide in practice for wasting away of the metal,
due to corrosion, or other causes, the above formulae will

become

dp 2 eft (t c)
t=- -fc; p=-- .

3eft d
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Where c=reduction in the thickness, in inches, of the

metal constituting the wall of the vessel, because of the

wasting away of the metal in practice due to corrosion

and other causes .

Example 4 Find the thickness of plate for a 60-inch

steam boiler, to carry 100 Ibs. gauge pressure, the longi-
tudinal riveted joints having an efficiency of 0.7, the

ultimate tensile strength of the material being 60,000 Ibs.

per sq. inch.

Solution: Assuming an actual factor of safety of five

and allowing ^ inch for wasting away of plates during
the life of the boiler, we have in the above formula for

thickness of plate:

d=60, the diameter of boiler in inches;

p=100, the gauge pressure per sq. inch;

ft=12,000, the unit working strength of material;

e=0.7, the efficiency of longitudinal joint;

c=0.125, the allowance for corrosion, etc.

Substituting these values in the formula we get

60 X 100
t=
SX 0.7 X 12,000

+0.185=0.48^1..

Example 5. Find the greatest steam pressure that

could be carried by the boiler, in Example 4, when new,
that is, before any wasting away of metal has occurred,

all other conditions being the same.

Solution: Making c = in the above equation, we get

dp 2 e f1 1

t =
;
and p = ;

2eft d

Which are the general equations for the thickness, t, in

inches and safe fluid pressure, p, in Ibs, per sq. inch, for

pipes or other cylindrical vessels having longitudinal
riveted joints.

Substituting the values, given in Example 4, in the

above formula for pressure, we get

2 X 0.7 X 12,000 X 0.48
p = = 135 Ibs. gauge.
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In Examples 4 and 5 an actual factor of safety at the

longitudinal joints is assumed, which makes the apparent

factor of safety, that is, the factor of safety on the plate

itself, for the assumed conditions, =5-7-0.7=7.1.

In practice an apparent factor of safety of 5 is often

used, for double riveted longitudinal lap joints, resulting
in an actualfactor of safety of 5X (0.68 to 0.72)= from 3.4

to 3.6. Very often no allowance is made for the wasting

away of the metal, which fact in conjunction with the

use of too small a factor of safety will account for a large
number of the boiler explosions that have occurred in

practice.

STRENGTH OF CYLINDER ENDS OR HEADS.

/ The ends or heads of a

cylindrical vessel intended

to contain a fluid under

pressure, should be de-

signed so as to be as strong
as the cylindrical part of

the vessel. This can ordin-

arily be best accomplished

by giving the end the form of a portion of a hollow

sphere, as shown in the figure, whose radius equals the

diameter of the cylindrical part, in which case to be

equally strong throughout the thickness should be the

same as that of the cylindrical part. This is because of

the fact that for a given internal fluid pressure, the stress

created in the walls of a thin hollow cylinder will be the

same as that created, for the same pressure, in the walls

of a thin hollow sphere of double the diameter.

The use of flat ends should be avoided, except for con-

structions such as tube plates, where they are desirable

because of constructional reasons and can be easily

stayed .
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WEIGHT IN POUNDS OF JOO BOLTS WITH
SQUARE HEADS AND NUTS,
One cubic foot weighing 480 Ibs.

t
J
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STANDARD SIZES OF SCREW-THREADS FOR
BOLTS AND TAPS.

(CHAS. A BAUER.)
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When the greatest load that has to be sustained by a

bolt is known, and the working strength per sq. in. of

the material constituting it is determined, look in the

proper column for the given load. Should the load

sought be not found, then take the load next larger as

found in the column, and opposite to it in the first col-

umn read the required size of bolt.

Effect of Initial Strain in Bolts. Suppose that bolts are

used to connect two parts of a machine and that they are

screwed up tightly before the effective load comes on the

connected parts. Let P^ = the initial tension on a bolt

due to screwing up, and P a
= the load afterwards added.

The greatest load may vary but little from P l or P 2 ,

according as the former or the latter is greater, or it may
approach the value P l -f- P 2 , depending upon the rela-

tive rigidity of the bolts and of the parts connected.

Where rigid flanges are bolted together, metal to metal,

it is probable that the extension of the bolts with any
additional tension relieves the initial tension, and that

the total tension is P x or P 2 , but in cases where elastic

packing, as india rubber, is interposed, the extension of

the bolts may very little affect the initial tension, and

the total strain may be nearly P -j- P 2 - Since the

latter assumption is more unfavorable to the resistance

of the bolt, this contingency should usually be provided
for. (See Unwin,

" Elements of Machine Design" for

demonstration.)
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WEIGHTS AND MEASURES,

AVOIRDUPOIS OR COMMERCIAL WEIGHT.

UNITED STATES AND BRITISH.

Grains.
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SQUARE OR SURFACE MEASURE,

UNITED STATES AND BRITISH.

Square
Inches.
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In New York a bushel contains 2,218. 2]cubic inches, or

1.2837 cubic feet, which is the same as the Imperial
bushel of England. 33 .English or Imperial bushels are

equal to 34.04 Winchester or United States bushels.

LIQUID MEASURE.

UNITED STATES ONLY.

Cubic Inch.
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MEASURE OF WORK AND POWER.

A unit of work = one foot pound, or a pressure of one

pound exerted .through a space of one foot.

A British Thermal unit = 778 foot pounds.

f 33,000 foot pounds per minute,
550 foot pounds per second,

42.42 heat units per minute.A Horse Power = 4
Q ?()7 heat units per second>
746 watts,

I 0.746 kilowatt.

THE METRIC SYSTEM OF WEIGHTS AND
MEASURES.

In the Metric System, the Meter is the base of all the

weights and measures which it employs.
The Meter is the primary unit of length and was in-

tended to be one-ten millionth part of the distance,

measured on a meridian of the earth, from the equator
to the pole, and equals about 39.37 inches.

Upon the Meter are based the following primary units;

the Square Meter the Are, the Cubic Meter or Stere the

Liter, and the Gram.
The Square Meter or Centare is the unit of measure for

small surfaces.

The Are is the unit of land measure
;
this is a square

whose side is ten meters in length, and which contains

one hundred square meters or centares.

The Cubic Meter, or Stere, is the unit of volume; this is

a cube whose edge is one meter in length.

The Liter is the unit of capacity ;
this is the capacity

of a cube whose edge is one tenth of a meter, that is,

one decimeter in length.

The Gram is the unit of weight ;
this is the weight of

distilled water at 4 centigrade, contained in a cube

whose edge is the one hundredth part of a meter.

From these primary units the higher and lower orders

of units are derived decimally as follows :
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METRIC AND U. S. CONVERSION TABLE.

MEASURES OF LENGTH.

METRIC TO U. S.

1 millimeter = 0.03937 inch.

1 centimeter = 0.3937 ."

1 meter = 39 . 37 inches.

1
" = 3.2808 feet.

1 kilometer = 0.6214 mile.

U. S. TO METRIC.

1 inch =25.4 millimeters.

1
" =2.54 centimeters.

1
" = 0.254 meter.

1 foot = 0.3048 "

1 mile = 1.609 kilometers.

MEASURES OF SURFACE.

METRIC TO U. S.

1 sq. millimeter = 0.00155 sq. inch.

1
" centimeter == 0.155 " "

1
" meter =10.764 "

feet.

1
" = 1.196 "

yards.
1 hectare = 2.471 acres.

1 = 0.00386 sq. mile.

1 sq. kilometer = 0.3861 "

U. S. TO METRIC.

1 sq. inch = 645.14 sq. millimeters.

1
" " = 6.452 "

centimeters.

1 "foot = 0.0929" meter.

1 "yard = 0.8361 "

1 acre = 0.4047 hectares.

1 sq. mile = 259.00 "

1
' " = 2.59 sq. kilometers.
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MEASURES OF VOLUME AND CAPACITY.
METRIC TO U. S.

1 cu. centimeter 0.061 cu. inch.
1 " meter =35.316 "

feet.
1

" = 1.308 "
yards.

1 liter = 1 cu. decimeter = 61.023 cu. inch.

LIQUID MEASURE.
1 liter = 1.0567 quart.
1

" = 0.2642 gallon.
1 cubic meter = 264.17 gallons.

DRY MEASURE.
1 liter =0.908 quart.
1 hectoliter = 2.8375 bushels

U. S. TO METRIC.

1 cu. inch = 16.39 cu. centimeters.
1

" foot = 0.0283 " meter.
1

"
yard = 0.7645"

1
" foot = 28.32 liters.

LIQUID MEASURE.
1 quart = 0.9463 liter.

1 gallon = 3.7854 liters.

1
" = 0.0038 cu. meter.

DRY MEASURE.
1 quart = 1.1013 litres.

1 bushel = 0.3524 hectoliter.

WEIGHTS.
METRIC TO U. S.

1 milligram = 0.0154 grain.
1 gram = 15.432 grains.
1 kilogram = 2.2046 Ibs. (avoir.)
1 metric ton = 1.1023 net tons.

1
" " = 0.9842 gross ton.

U. S. TO METRIC.

1 grain = 64.80 milligrams.
1

" = 0.0648 gram.
1 Ib. (avoir.) = 0.4536 kilogram.
1 net ton = 0.9076 metric ton.

1 gross ton = 1.0161 "
tons.
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COMPOUND UNITS.

METRIC TO UNITED STATES.

1 kilogram per meter = 0.6720 Ibs. per foot.

1 kilogram per sq. centimeter 14.223 Ibs. per sq. inch.

1 kilogram per sq. meter = 0.2048 Ibs. per sq. foot.

kilogram per cubic meter = . 0624 Ibs. per cubic ft.

kilogram-meter = 7.233 footpounds.

chevel vapeur (metric H. P.)= 0.986 horse-power.

kilo, watt =1.340

kilo, per chevel = 2.235 Ibs. per H. P.

UNITED STATES TO METRIC.

1 Ib. per foot = 1.4882 kilograms per meter.

1 Ib. per sq. inch = 0.0703 kilo, per sq. centimeter.

1 Ib. per sq. foot = 4.8825 kilograms per sq. meter.

1 Ib. per cubic foot =16.0192 kilo, per cubic meter.

1 footpound = 0.1383 kilogram-meter %

1 horse-power = 1.014 chevel vapeur (metric H. P.)

1
" " =0.746 kilo watt.

1 Ib. per horse-power= 0.447 kilos per chevel.

HEAT INTENSITY.

Temp. Centigrade = (temp.
Fahr. 32W

9 \

Temp. Fahrenheit = (temp. C. X
5"
7+ 32.

HEAT QUANTITY.

A kilogram calorie =3.968 British thermal units.

A pound calorie =1.8 " "

A British thermal unit = 0.252 kilogram calorie

A British thermal unit = 0.555 pound calorie.
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MENSURATION, TRIGONOMETRY AND

MATHEMATICAL TABLES.

MENSURATION.

MENSURATION OF SURFACES.

Area of any parallelogram = base X perpendicular

height. .

" " "
triangle = base X K perpendicular

height.
" " " circle = (diameter)

2 X (0.7854, or

approx. 11/14.)
" " sector of circle = arc X 1/2 radius.
" "

segment of circle . area of sector of equal
radius and arc less area

of triangle.
" "

parabola = base X 2/3 height.
" "

ellipse = longest diameter X short-

est diameter X 0.7854.
" "

cycloid = area of generating circle

X3.
" "

any regular polygon= sum of its sides X per-

pendicular from its cen-

ter to one of its sides -r- 2.

Surface of cylinder = area of both ends -f-

(length X circumference.)
" ' cone = area of base+ (circum-

ference of base X ^ slant

height.)
" "

sphere = (diameter)
8 X (3. 1416, or

approx. 22/7.)
" " frustum = (sum of girt at both ends

X K slant height) -f area

of both ends.
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Surface of cylindrical ring = thickness of ring added

to the inner diameter X
by the thicknessX 9. 8698.

" "
segment = height of segment X by

whole circumference of

sphere of which it is a

part.

AREA OF AN IRREGULAR PLANE SURFACE.

Divide the surface

into any number of

parallel strips of

equal widths, "d."

Take the sum of the

middle ordinates h l5

h s , etc., to hn ,
in-

clusive
;
then the sum of these middle ordinates, multi-

plied by
" d "

will give the area required.
The result, of course, is only approximate, the close-

ness of the approximation depending upon the number
of strips into which the surface is divided.

Any degree of accuracy desired may be attained by
making the number of strips sufficiently numerous. In

practice it is usually best to determine the area of an

irregular figure by the use of a planimeter, an instrument

especially designed for measuring areas of plane figures.

REGULAR POLYGONS.
1. To find the area of any regular polygon. Square

one of its sides, and multiply this square by the corres-

pondingnumber in the third column of the following table.

2. Having a side of a regular polygon, to find the

radius of a circumscribing circle. Multiply the side by
the corresponding number in the fourth column.

3. Having the radius of a circumscribing circle, to

find the side of the inscribed regular polygon. Multiply
the radius by the corresponding number in the fifth

column.
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TABLE OF REGULAR POLYGONS.

1
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VOLUMES OF SOLIDS.

Vol. of Cylinder = area of one end X length.
" "

Sphere = cube of diameter X 0.5236.

" "
Segment of sphere . (cube of the height -j-

three times the square of

radius of base X height) X
0.5236.

" " Cone or pyramid. . . = area of base X % perpen-
dicular height.

*' " Frustum of cone. .. = (product of diameter of

both ends -j- sum of their

squares) X perpendicular

height X 0.2618.

" " Frustum of pyramid^ (sum of the areas of the

two ends -J- square root of

their product) X by % of

the perpendicular height.
' ' "

Wedge = area of base X % perpen-
dicular height.

" '* Frustum of wedge. . = % perpendicular height X
sum of the areas of the

two ends.

" "
Ring = (thickness -f- inner dia-

meter) X square of the

thickness X 2.4674.
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TRIGONOMETRICAL FORMULAE.
EH

Sine of Angle E A H =
A E

J} Cosine

Cosecant

AH
A E

EH
AH
A H

EE[

E A

AH
E A

EH

TRIGONOMETRICAL EQUIVALENTS.

Sin =

Sin =
cot

Cos = V 1 sin 2

sin

Cos =
tan

Cos = sin X cot

sin

Cot =

Cot =

Sec =

Cosec =

cos

sin

1

tan

1

cos

1

Tan =

Tan =

cos

1

cot

Vers =1 cos

Covers = 1 sin

Sin 2 + cos 2 = 1
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FUNCTIONS OF SUM AND DIFFERENCE OF
TWO ANGLES.

Sin (x -}- y) = sin x cos y + cos x sin y

Sin (x y) = sin x cos y cos x sin y

Cos (x -f- y) = cos x cos y sin x sin y

Cos (x y) = cos x cos y -j- s^n x si*1 7

tan x -|- tan y
all (X ~T y) 1 {an x an y

tan x tan yTan (x y) = 1 + tan x tan y

cot x cot y 1

cot x -|- cot y
cot x cot y -f- 1

cot y cot x

FUNCTIONS OF HALF AN ANGLE.

Sin K z = + 4/
1 ~

2

COSZ

Tan % z = + .i/
1 - 0052

V 1 -

SUMS AND DIFFERENCES OF FUNCTIONS.

Sin (x + y) + sin (x y) = 2 sin x cos y
Sin (x + y) sin (x y) = 2 cos x sin y
Cos (x + y) -}- cos (x y) = 2 cos x cos y
Cos (x y) cos (x -f- y) = 2 sin x sin y
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Then by making (x -f y) = A and (x y) = B, we
have x = % (A -j- B) and y = yz (A B), whence

Sin A + sin B = 2 sin % (A -f B) cos ^ (A B)
Sin A sin B = 2 cos % (A -f B) sin % (A B)
Cos A -f cos B = 2 cos % (A -f B) cos ^ (A B)
Cos A cos B = 2 sin % (A -j- B) sin % (A B)

Sin A -f sin B _ tan ^ (A + B)
Sin A sin B

" "

Cos A + cos B _
Cos A cos B

" '

tan

cot

(A B)

(A + B)

(A B)

SOLUTION OF RIGHT TRIANGLE.

Given A and c, to find B, a and b.

B = 90 A
;
A = c sin A

;
b = c cos A.

Given A and a, to find B, b and c.

B = 90 A
;
b = a cot A

;
c = ^-^ .

Given A and b, to find B, a and c.

B = 90->_A; a = btanA;c =^-
Given c and a, to find A, B and b.

Sin A = ~
;
B = 90 A

;
b = a cot A.

Given a and b, to find A, B and c.

TanA=;-; B = 90 A
;

c =
a

sin A'
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SOLUTION OF OBLIQUE TRIANGLE.

LAW OF* SINES,

sin A b

sin B'

sin B
sinC'

sin A
sin~C

LAW OF COSINES.

a 3 = b 2 + c 2 2 b c cos A

b 2 = a 2
-{- c 8 2 a c cos B

c 2 a a 2
-|- b 2 2 a b cos C

LAW OF TANGENTS.

a b
.__

tan % (A B)

a + b

a c

a + c

b c

tan

tan

(A + B)

(A C)

(A + C)

(B C)

tan % (B + C)

tan

tan

Given a, A and B, to find C, b and c.

= 180
a sin B a sin C

Given a, b and A, to find B, C and c.

b sin A a sin C
Sin B =

;
C = 180 (A + B); c =
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Given a, b and C, to find A, B and c.

b sin C a sin C * /TiTT* v r\c =
: ,

or = .
,
or =A/ a- + b 2 2 a bcosC.

sin B sin A

Given a, b and c, to find A, B and C .

Sin K A =j/(S ~ b) (S ~*C)
;
in which S = % (a+b+c);b c

Sin
ab

a b

Tan % B = ,/(S a) (S C).

V s(s-b)
'

AREA OF A TRIANGLE.

Area = J^ a c sin B, that is, the area of a triangle

equals ^ the product of two sides multiplied by the sine

of the included angle.

Also area
=|/S (8 a) (S b) ( S c);

Where S = % (a -f- b + c).
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Squares, Cubes, Square Roots, Cube Roots, Logarithms, Etc*

(CONTINUED.)

Sq. Cube. Square
Root.

451217663
452984832 27.7128

5913611 454756609 27!7308

592900 456533000 27.7489
594441 458:314011: 27.7669
595984 460099648 27.7849
597529 461889917 27.8029

599076, 463684824 27.8209

600625 465484375
602176 467288576

605284 470910952

606841, 47-2729139

608400! 474552000
609961 476379541
611524 478211768
613089 480048687

614656; 481890304

617796 485587656
619369 487443403

622521 491169069

624100
085861
074M

106617897
500566184

502459875
5048688M
506261573
508169592
510082399

640000J 512000000
513922401

519718464 28.3549

28.3725
523608616 28.3901

28.4077

27.8747
27.8927
27.9106

27.9285
27.9464
27.9643

28.0179
28,0357
28.0535
28.0713

28.1247
28.1425
28.1603
28.1780

28.1957
28.2135

Cube
Root.

9.1458
9.1498
9.1537
9.1577
9.1617

9.1657
9.1696
9.1736
9.1775
9.1815

9.1855
9.1894
9.1933
9.1973
9.2012

9.2052

Log
1000
X

Recip.

2.887051
2.88762;

2.88874]

2.88930;

1.30719
1.3C

1.3C

1.30208
1.3C

1.29870
1.29702
1.29534
1.29366
1.29199

.

2415.9

2419.0
2422.2
2425.8
2428.5
2431.6

9.2287
9.2326
n . 2:165

9.2404

9.2443

9.2521
9.2560

9.1688
9.2677
9.2716
9.275426.2480

8B.90M

28.2843 9.2832

28.3019J 9.2870
28.3196 :__;
28.3373 9.2948

9.3025
9.3063

.

9! 3140
9.3179

.

2.89042:
2.89098

2.89154;

1.29032 2434.'.

1.288661 2437.9

1.28700) 2441.0
1.28535' 2444.2
1.28370 2447.3

2.89542
2.89597
2.89653

2.89873
2.89927

2.90037
2.90091
2.90146
2 .'.it nit X)

2.90255

2.90309
2.90363
2.90417
2.90472

2.90580
2.90634

.

2.1)0711

2.9079-1

l.:

1.28041
1.27877
1.27714
1.27551

1.27389
.27226

!27086
.20904
.26743

.26103

.2.7.115

2450.4
2453.6
2456.'

2459.9
2463.0

2466.2
M0B.8
2472.4
2475.6
2478.7

.

2488.1
2491.3

.25786 2497.6"*
2500."

.25156: 2510.1

.25000! 2513.3

.24844! 2516.4

.24688, 2519.6

.245.33 2522.7

.24378 2525.8

.24224| 2529.0

.24069 2532.1
25:55..'}

Area

459635
460837
462042
463247
464454

465663
466873

471730
472948
474168
475389
476612

477836
479062
480290
481519
482750

485216
486451

490167
491409
492652
493897
495143

496391
497641
498892
500145
501399

502655
503912
505171
50fJ4:-W

507694

508958
510223
511490
512758
514028
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Squares, Cubes, Square Rootst Cube Roots, Logarithms, Etc.

(CONTINUED.)

990
991

995
996
997

Sq. Cube.

980100 970299000
982081 973242271
984064 976191488
986049! 979146657
988036 982107784

990025 985074875
992016 988047936
994009 991026973
996004 994011992

Square
Root.

31.4643
31.4802
31.4960
31.5119
31.

31.5436
31.5595
31.5753
31.5911
31.6070

Cube
Root.

9.9733
9.9766

9.9866
9.9900
9.9933
9.9967

Log

2.99564
2.99607
2.99651
2.99695

Recip.

1.01010
1.00
1.00806
1.00705
1.00604

2.99782 1.00503
.00402

2.99870 1.00301
2.99913 1.00200
2.999571 1.00100

Circ'm

3110.2
3113.3
3116.5
3119.6
3122.7

3125.9
3129.0
3132.2
3135.3
3138.5

774441
776002
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INDEX TO TABLES OF STANDARD
DIMENSIONS OF TUBULAR

GOODS.

Axle bearings, bushing forgings for

Bearings, bushing forgings for

Bedstead tubing ......
Bends, offset pipe bends .....

' '

pipe bends
" stock pipe bends

Black standard weight pipe .

Boiler tubes, cold drawn
" "

special sizes ....
" " standard .....

Boiler shells, seamless .....
Bowl forgings for separators ....
Bushing forgings for axle bearings

Caps for carbonic acid cylinders.

Carbonic acid cylinders ....
Casing, couplings for .....

"
lap-welded

Cold drawn tubes, description and uses of
"

." tubing for boilers, locomotives, etc.
" "

tubes, tables of .

Collar flanges, cast-iron .....
Converse lock joint fittings .

"
patent lock joint for pipe

Couplings for drive pipe .....
" " line pipe ....
" "

regular casing ....
" "

steam, gas and water pipe
" "

tubing

Cylinders, special 8" seamless

standard 5" and 8" seamless
" standard 5" lap-welded
" 3" to 20" seamless

PAGE

. 91

. 91

. 14

. 44

41-44

. 43

2

. 73

. 13

10,11
. 90

. 91

. 91

. 90

83-89

. 16

6, 7

. 72

. 73

77-81

21,25
28-32

. 27

. 18

. 17

. 16

. 15

. 18

. 86

83-85

. 89

87,88
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Deflections of National trolley poles . . 46-67

Double extra strong pipe . . . . . 4

Double riveted pipe flanges . . . . 23, 25

Drawn tubing, uses of 70-72

Drive pipe 8
" "

couplings . . . . . . .18

Extra strong pipe 3

Fittings, Converse joint fittings . . . 28-32
" Matheson " " ... 33-36

Flanges, cast-iron collar 21, 25
" ' ' " double riveted ... 23, 25
" " "

single
" ... 22, 25

" " "
lugged for special light pipe 19,25

" " " "
pump column . . 20,25

" Master Steam Fitters' standard . . 26
" solid welded 24,25
"

threaded, cast-iron ..... 26

Floats, seamless 90

Flush joint pipe and tubing 9

Franklin ite locomotive boiler tubes . . .12

Galvanized standard weight pipe .... 2

Gas pipe couplings . . .

_.
. .15

Heating surface of pipe . . . . . 5

Hot finished seamless tubes .... 74-76

Hydraulic forgings ... 90, 91

Joint, Converse lock 27
" Matheson 33

Ivap-welded casing 6
" "

cylinders 89
" "

pipe, special light with flanges . 19, 25
" " with collar flanges . . 21,25

" " " " double riveted flanges . 23,25
" " " "

single riveted flanges 22,25
" " " " Converse lock joint . . 27
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L,ap-welded pipe with Matheson joint ... 33
" " " " solid welded flanges . 24,25
" " pump columns and flanges . . 20
" "

tuyere pipe . . . . . .14

Large size O. D. pipe .9
Light lap-welded pipe with cast-iron lugged flanges 19, 25

Line pipe . ....... 8

Line pipe couplings . .

'

. . .17
Lock joint, Converse 27

Locomotive boiler tubes, cold drawn ... 73
" " "

lap -welded, special brands 12

Lugged flanges, cast-iron for special light pipe 19, 25
" " " " pump column . . 20, 25

Master Steam Fitters' standard pipe flanges . . 26

Matheson joint fittings 34-36
"

patent pipe joint ..... 33

Mechanical tubes, cold drawn . . . . .73

National trolley poles 46-67

Oil well tubing 8

Pipe bends 41-44
"

couplings, see couplings
"

flanges, see flanges
"

joint, flush , . . . . . .9

Projectile forgings 91

Protecting caps for carbonic acid cylinders . . 90

Pump columns and pump column flanges . . 20

Radii for pipe bends ...... 42

Riveted pipe flanges 22, 23, 25

Salamander locomotive boiler tubes ... 12

Seamless boiler shells 90
" cold drawn boiler tubes ... 73

" tubes . . . . 77-81

cylinders 83-88
" "

illustrations of . . . 83,87
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Seamless cylinders 3" to 20" diameter . 87, 88
" drawn tubing, description and uses of 70-72

floats 90
1 ' hot finished tubes . . . 74-76

tubular goods .... 70-91

Separator bowl and tubular forgings 91

Shrapnel forgings 90

Single riveted pipe flanges .... 22, 25

Solid welded flanges 24, 25

Special 8" seamless cylinders for carbonic acid . 86

Special light lap -welded pipe with flanges . . 19, 25
' '

sizes of boiler tubes 13
" steel lap-welded pipe with Converse joint . 27
" " " " " " Matheson joint 33

Standard boiler tubes 10, 11
"

couplings for drive pipe . . . .18
" '* " line pipe .... 17
" " "

regular casing . . .16
" "

steam, gas and water pipe 15
" " "

tubing .... 18
' ' double extra strong pipe . . . .4
" drive pipe 8
" extra strong pipe . . . . .3
" line pipe ....... 8
"

oil well tubing . . . . . .8
" seamless cylinders 5" and 8" . . 83-85
' '

weight pipe, black and galvanized . . 2

Steam pipe couplings ...... 15

Stock pipe bends 43

Swelled tube ends 37

Threaded cast-iron pipe flanges . . . .26

Trolley pole dimensions and deflections. . 46-67

Tubes, bent 41
" seamless cold drawn .... 77-81
" " hot finished .... 74-76
' '

special brands locomotive boiler tubes . 12
" " sizes of boiler tubes . . 13
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Tubes, standard boiler tubes .... 10

with upset ends 37-40

Tubing, bedstead 14
"

couplings for . . . . . .18
" oil well 8
" seamless cold drawn for boilers, etc . . 73

Tubular forgings for separators . . . .91
Tuyere pipe 14

Upset and swelled tube ends .... 37

tube ends 37-40

Valve protecting caps for carbonic acid cylinders 90

Water pipe couplings, black and galvanized . . 15

Welded flanges, pipe with .... 24-25

Working barrels 82
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INDEX TO USEFUL INFORMATION.

PAGE

Absolute temperature ...... 164
" zero 164

Acid Bessemer process ...... 201
"

open hearth process 202

Acids in feed-water 96

Adiabatic compression and expansion of air, 165, 166, 172

After-coolers for air compressors . . . 176

Air 164-192
" adiabatic compression and expansion of, 165, 166, 172
"

Boyle's law for . . . . . . 164
" Charles' and Gay Lussac's law for . . 164
"

composition of 164
"

compression of 165-171
"

compressors ...... 175-180
" "

after-coolers for . . . .176
" "

compound .... 175-177
" "

capacity of 180

efficiency of, at different altitudes 178-179
" ' '

horse-power required for . . . 180
" " inter-coolers for . . . 175-178
" "

saving due to compounding . . 177
" corrosion caused by air in water ... 96
"

expansion of 165, 166
" flow of, through pipes .... 183-192
" " " "

orifices 182
' ' in feed water 96
" isothermal compression and expansion of 167, 172
"

pressure curves of ..... 172
" resistance to flow by valves, etc. . . . 190
" saturated with vapor ..... 181
"

specific heat of ...... 165
'

weight of 164, 181
" work of compression .... 166-170

Analysis of water ....... 98
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Basic Bessemer process 201
' '

open hearth process 202

Bearing value of rivets . . . . . 228

Bending moments of beams, etc . . . . 212,213
Bessemer process for making steel . . . 201

Boilers, acid in feed-water . . . . .96
"

air in feed-water . . . . . 96
"

chimneys for. .... 158-161
" commercial horse-power of . . . 152
" corrosion in ...... 96-98
"

evaporation, unit of . . . . . 152
" factors of evaporation, table of . . 137
" feed-water heaters . . . . .154
" feed water, impurities in . . . 95-98
"

grease and oil in . .... 96-98
"

horse-power of .... 152, 153
"

impurities in feed-water . . . 85-98
" incrustation 95-98

lime in feed-water .... 95.97,98
" moisture in steam .... 153
" mud in feed-water . . . . 95, 97

* "
non-conducting coverings . . . 147

'

oil and grease in 96-98
"

power of boilers .... 152,153
"

pressure, safe working . . 157, 222

prevention of corrosion . . . 95-98
"
scaling . . .95, 97, 98

salt in feed-water 96

strength of . . . . 157, 218, 222
" treatment of impure feed-water . . 95-98
" unit of evaporation .... 152

Bolts, strain in 244
' '

strength of 243
' '

weight of 231

Boyle's law for air and gas ..... 164

Brake horse-power 152

Brass plate, weight of . . .236, 237

British thermal unit .... . 134
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Burners, services for ...... 196

Bursting pressure of pipes, etc. . . . 217-223

Capacity of air compressors 180
" " cisterns and tanks . .... 122
" "

cylindrical vessels .... 119
" "

pipes . . . . .118
" "

rectangular tanks .... 123

Cementation process for making steel . . . 200

Charles' and Gay Lussac's law .... 164

Chimneys for boilers ..... 158, 161

Circle, properties of 260

table of, by eighths . . . .271
" " from 1 to 1000 . . . .281

Cisterns, capacity of 122

Commercial horse-power of boilers . . .152

Composition of air ...... 164
" of water . . . . . .94

Compound air compressors .... 175, 177

Compound units, Metric and U. S 253

Compressors of air 165, 171

Compressors for air ..... 175, 186*

Condensation of steam in pipes .... 149

Conversion table, Metric and U. S. . . . 251

Corrosion in boilers and tubes . . . 96, 98

Cosines, table of 268

Cotangents 270

Coverings for steam pipes 147

Cubes of numbers, table of. . . . . 281

Cylinder heads, strength of 223

Decimals of an inch for each 1-64.... 235
" "a foot for each inch .... 235

Deflection of beams 212
"

pipes 212-217

Density of water 94

Depth of pump suction ...... 131

Discharge of water from orifices and nozzles . 124
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Gauges, standard ...... 234

Gay lyussac's law 164

Grease in boilers 96-98

Head, definition of 101, 107
"

effective ....... 112

frictional 110-112
" of water for given discharge . . . 102

table of pressures due to . . .99
Heads, strength of cylinder .... 223

Heat equivalents 249, 253-256
<l

intensity 253
' '

loss from steam pipes .... 149, 150
" mechanical equivalent of .... 164
"

specific heat of gases . ... 165
" " " steam . . . . 134

Horse-power, definition of .... 151, 152
' '

equivalents of . . . . . 249
"

of boilers 152, 153

of engines . . . .151, 154

of flowing water . . . . 126
" of water-wheels .... 126
"

required for air compressors . . 180

House-service pipes . . . . . . 113

Impurities in water ... . 95-98

Incrustation of boilers and pipes . . 95-98

Indicated horse-power ..... 151

Inertia, moment of. .... 211, 213

Inter-coolers for air compressors . . . 175-178

Internal bursting pressure .... 217-223

Iron and steel 200-208
" " "

tenacity of at different temperatures 207, 208

Iron, weight of plate 236-239

Isothermal compression and expansion of air, 167, 172

Latent heat of steam

Lime in feed-water

Logarithms, table of

134

95, 97,

281
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Mathematical tables 267

Measurement of water . . . . . . 126

Measures .... ... 246

Metric System of 249

Measure of work and power .... 249

Mechanical equivalents .... 249, 253-256

Mechanical equivalent of heat .... 164

Mensuration 258-261

Metric conversion tables ..... 251

Metric system of weights and measures . . . 249

Modulus of elasticity 206, 210

Modulus of section, definition of .... 213
" " table of .... 211

Moisture in steam 153

Moment of inertia, definition of .... 213
" " table of .... 211

Mud in feed-water 95, 97

Non-conducting coverings ..... 147

Nuts, size of 232, 233
"

weight of 231-233

Oil in boilers ....
Pelton water-wheel

Pillars, strength of wrought iron .

Pipe, effective thickness of
"

hangers for
"

sag of
"

equivalents .....
Pipes, flow of air in . . . . .

" " " steam in . . .

" "water in . . 103,104,
" relative discharge of steam .

" " water ..
" water capacity of ...

Plastic material

Plates, weight of

Polygons, regular

126, 127

. . 224

217

216

217

. 114,146

. 183-192

. . 142

107,108,113
. . 146

.. 114

.. 118

210

236-239

259, 260
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Power of boilers, 152, 153
" "

engines 151,154
" water fall 125
" " wheels 125-127

required to raise water .... 130

Powers, fifth 277
' ' second and third . . . . . 281

Pressure curves of air ...... 172
" internal bursting .... 217-223
' '

of water column 94
" under different heads .... 99

Pressures safe for boilers .... 157, 222
" safe for cast iron pipes . . . 115

Prevention of corrosion and incrustation . 95-98

Properties of the circle 260
" " saturated steam . . . 136, 139

Pump suction , depth of 131

Pumping hot water 131

Pumps and pumping engines .... 130

Regular polygons 259, 260

Relative discharging capacities of pipes . .114
Resistance to flow by bends, etc . . . . 144, 190

Rivets, strength of 228

weight of 230

Roots, table of fifth 277
" " "

square and cube .... 281

Safety factors 209

Safe pressures for cast-iron pipes . . . .115
Safe working pressures in boilers . . . 157

Sag of pipe 217

Salt in feed -water 96

Saturated steam, definition of .... 134

properties of . . . 136,139

Screw-threads . . 240-242

Services for gas burners. . . . .'"-'-. 196

Shearing strength of materials . . . 206, 210
" rivets 228
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Steam, super-heated, definition of ... 134
" " "

example of .... 153

unit of evaporation 152
"

wet, definition of 134
" "

example
" 153

Steel 200-208
"

properties of ...... 206
"

specifications for 202-205
"

tenacity of, at different temperatures 207, 208
"

weight of plate 236-239

Strain 209

Strain in bolts 244

Strength of boilers .... 157, 218, 222
" bolts 243

" "
cylinders against bursting . . 217-223

" "
cylinder heads .... 223

" " iron and steel at high temperatures 207, 208

"materials .A *^- rf/ 204-208
' rivts J&* 'Vfr-**^*^ . . 228
" <pfy&*~*^. .... 213-227

" "
wrought iron pillars . . . 224

Stress 209

Suction, depth of 131

Superheated steam, definition of ... 134
" "

example of .... 154

Tangents, table of 269

Tanks, capacity of 122, 123

Temperature conversion formula . . . 253

Tenacity of metals at different temperatures . . 207

Treatment of impure feed -water . . . 95-98

Triangles, solution of ..... 264-266

Trigonometry . . . . . . . 262-266

Unit of evaporation ...... 152

" work 151

"
working strength, definition of . . . 209

"
shearing

" " 210

Units, compound, Metric and U. S. . . . 253
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Vapor contained in air 181
a 1QA

gas .. ivv

Velocity of discharge . . . . 101, 105, 107

Vessels, capacity of cylindrical . . . .119

Volumes of solids 261

Water 94-131

' * acids in feed-water 96

"
analysis of 98

"
capacity of cisterns and tanks . . . 122

" " "
cylindrical vessels . . . 119

" " "
pipes ..... 118

" " "
rectangular tanks . . . 123

composition of 94

' '

depth of suction 131

4 ' diameter of pipe for given discharge . 103-109

discharge from orifices and nozzles . 124
"

pipes 102,105,107,108,113
" " " " relative . . . 114
" effective head 112
" flow of ,

in pipes . 101,105,107,110,112,113
" " " " house service pipes . . . 113
" frictional heads 110
' '

grease and oil in boilers .... 96-98
' '

greatest density of ..... 94
'

head, definition of . . . 101,107
" "in feet for given discharge . . . 102
11 " table of pressures due to ... 99
" horse power of flowing water . . 126
" " " " water-wheels . . . 126
' '

impurities in . . . . . 95-98
" lime in feed-water . . . . 95, 97, 98
( ' measurements of ...... 129
" miners' inch 129
" mud in feed-water 95
4 '

oil and grease in boilers .... 96-98
"

power of water fall ..... 125
11 " " wheels. . . . 125-127

4
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Water, power required to raise water . . . 130
"

pressure of water column .... 94
" under different heads . . .99

pressures, safe for cast-iron pipes . . 115

prevention of corrosion and incrustation . 95-98

pump suction, depth of . . . .131
pumping hot water . . . .131

"
pumps for water 130

"
relative discharging capacities of pipes . . 114

' '

salt in feed-water 96
"

suction, depth of 131

tabular view of troubles, etc.
, caused by im-

purities in feed-water .... 97

treatment of impure .... 95-98
"

velocity of discharge . . . 101, 105,107
" wheels and motors .... 125-127
'*

weight of ....... 94

"in pipes 121

Weight of air 164, 181
" " bolts and nuts .... 231

"
rivets 230

" " sheet and plate metal . . . 236
" " water . . . . . .94
'

in pipes . . .* . .121

Weights and measures 246
" of gas-holders 197
' ' Metric system of 249

Wet steam, definition of 134
"

example of 154

Work, definition of 151
" unit of ....... 151

Work of compression of air .... 167, 170

Working strength, definition of .... 209
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